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INTRODUCTION * 

The travels of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims to India have 
always drawn a great deal of attention from Western scholars; 
so have also the accounts of India and its kingdoms found 
scattered in the twenty0four dynastic histories of China. But, 
strange to say, there is one Chinese text which has not yet receiv~ 
ed its due consideration, at least as far as India is concerned.') 
This text is the Water Classic and its commentary. 

The Sbui~cbing 7k @ (Water Classic) is a small text traditio. 
nally attributed to the Han dynasty, but probably written during 
the Three l n g d o m s  period (2200265). It was commented 
upon by Li Tao~yiian @ 2 (d. 527), an official of the 
Southern Chinese Ch'i and Liang dynasties. His work, the 
Shuiycbing~cbu 7k @ -E (Commentary on the Water Classic) 
has much suffered in the long run of time. The Classic and 
the commentary got confounded with each other, and not till 
the 18th century was the work fully restored, thanks to the 
unremitting labour of three Chinese scholars, who worked 

*) The system of transcription followed is WadedCiles. Ancient (6th century 
A. D.) pronunciation of Chinese is given according to K ~ R E N ,  Analytic dictionary 
of Chinese arid Sino//apanese, Paris, 1923. Quotations of the Dynastic Histories refer 
to the Po,na/p2n -E a * edition of the Commercial Press (Shanghai, 1936). 

I)  Even a painstaking and industrious cornpilator like CHANG HSING~LANG 

is $& has wholly omitted the ShuLchinpchu from his digest of Chinese materials 
on India (Chunglbsi~cbiao~t'unglshib~liaolhui~p~ien + jt§ 2 & # @ s, vol. VI, 
Peking, 1930). 

I - L. PETECH, Northern India according to  the Shui-ching-chu 
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independently of each other but arrived at practically the same 
results.') 

For my translation I have used the edition prepared by Tai 
Chtn  % 'g and printed in 1774 in the official collectanea 
Wu~ying~tien~ch~~chtn~pan.ts'ung~shu E2 @ #j El, 

photographic reprint in the Ssii.pu.tscung.k'an iEj 8 7[1 TI!, series 
of 1936. In textual notes it is quoted as ST. I have checked it 
throughout with the following three editions: 

The Shui.ching.chu hui.chiao 7k #$ *& - @ , published 
at Foochow in I 8 8 I and reproducing the collation made by 
Yang Hsidmin ;F& in 1865; its text is that of Tai 
Chfn, but some of the notes are interesting. Quoted by the 
initials SY. 

The Ho~chiao sbui~ching.chu @ yk @ *& of Wang Hsien. 
chcien E 5 8 (1842.1918)~ published in 1892. According 
to Chtng T&kcun $$R 7% f$, this is the best edition exist. 
ing." It follows the text of Tai Chtn, but gives a large 
number of variants and some interesting notes. Quoted by 
the initials SW. 

The Shui.ching.chu chi.shih ting~f 7k @ i -  @ % 
prepared in 1724.173 I by Shin PingNhsiin i% t$$j I\ tjfj and re. 
published in the Ssir.k'u.cheiian.shu.che"n.pP"n J$+ @ 
(1935) This old, p r e ~  Tai Ch tn  edition, among several mis. 
takes, has preserved some good readings, which Tai Chen was 
wrong in rejecting. Quoted by the initials SS. 

I )  See HU SHIH, Note on Ch'iian Tsujwang, Chao I/chting and Tai 
Chtn, in HUMMEL, Ewinent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period, Washington, 1943~4,  
pp. 97Oj982. 

2 )  Index to the Water  Classic (HarvardjYen~hin~ Sinological Index Series, 
vol. XII), Peiping, 1934. 
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I have also consulted the contributions of Chung Feng~nien 
- - +-; I )  they give, however, no important variants to the 

section of the text which interests us. 
The Shui~chinpchu began to attract the attention of Western 

scholars about half a century ago, and some good work has 
already been done on it.') It is a fine piece of Chinese scho. 

- 

larship. Li Tao~yiian was no traveller, but as a desk geogra~ 
pher he ranks high, chiefly because he used very good sources, 
Some of which are now lost. In the words of R. Stein, Li 
Taolyiian wrote animated above all by an interest "for the miracu, 
lous, religious, folkloristic and sociological facts ". Besides his 
purely hydrographical researches, he busied himself mainly 
" with localizing facts which we would call historical, but 
which deserve rather the appellation of heroical: holy places, 
rare and extraordinary produce, strange customs, apparitions, 
legends, in short the mirabilia ".3) 

In the case of India, Li Tao~yiian, although a Confucianist 
with some Taoist leanings, avails himself almost exclusively of the 
Buddhistic tradition, without paying much attention to the ma/ 
terials elaborated up to his time in the various dynastic histories. 
He employs the traditional Buddhist cosmography, which deri. 
ves directly from the Hindu. The various localities of Northern 
India are described only from the point of view of Bud. 
dhist lore. The author, however, does not base himself on the 
canonical texts, but on the travel accounts and the geographical 

I )  Sbui,ching/chu chiao~pu~chib/i 7K '& 8% f i  8 (Materials and conjec, 
tures for the emendation and critic of the ShuLchingdbu), in <( Yenching Journal of 
Chinese Studies u, n. 32 (June, 1947)~ pp. 1/96. 

2) E. g .  the researches of R. STEIN on its 36th chiiun concerning Lin i ,  the Champa 
kingdom of later times. STEIN, Le Linqi (Bulletin du Centre dY&udes sinologiques de 
Pekin, vol. 11), Peking, 1947. 

3 )  Op. cit., p. 3 .  



compilations of the Chinese pilgrims who went to visit the 
sacred places of Buddhism. His materials are not elaborated, 
but merely juxtaposed; Li Tao~yiian intervenes only with some 
occasional remarks, and these are seldom illuminating and some. 
times directly misleading. It is therefore imperative to extricate 
the disjecta membra of his  source^.^) 

  he paragraphs concerning India form the greater part of 
ch. r (which we shall call section A) and a small portion at 
the beginning of ch. 2 (which we shall call section B). The 
whole of section A represents Li Tao.yiianYs commentary upon 
the following words of the Water Classic: "It (the Ho  river :fi 
7jC) turns to the south.east of it (the KCun.lun) and flows into the 
Pco.hai SJ t-& (Gulf of ChihAi) " (t q a). Section B comments 
upon these words of the Classic: " The Ho river again enters 
the TsCung.ling to the south; again it comes out of the TsCung/ 
ling and flows to the north.eastM (f. I a). 

Considering the two sections as a whole, the sources cited 
in them are the following: 

I) The Fa.bsien.cbuan bE ,,,V l@ {!$ (Account of Fa~hsien). 
It is Li Tao~yiian's main source. As it is well known and 
fairly well studied, the longer quotations from it are summarized 
in the present study, not translated in full. For the text I have 
followed the edition in Taish;, vol. LI, n. 2085; but I have 

I) Some spade work in this direction has already been done by HERRMANN, 
Die LVestlander in der chinesischen Kartograyhie, in SVEN HEDIN, Sout\~ern Tibet, vol. VIII, 
Stockholm, 1922, pp. 89~406. 

2) The textual problems in the text of Fa,hsien, arising out of its long qilotatiorls 
in the SLui~chitpchu, have been studied by SHKAZO MORI & & =, Suiky2bu ityo I:> 

hkketrden 7K $$$ .& G I  aj 2 u, f$$ (The FaJhsien~chuan in the quotations 
of the Shui~ching/chu), in the Td.6 GakulG, I (1931), pp. 183.212; they do not 
concern us here. 
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accepted Remusat's very convenient division of the text in forty 
small chapters. For the translation, I refer to LEGGE'S Record of 
Buddhistic kingdoms, Oxford, 1886, which is still preferable to the 
last translation published, H. A. GILES'S Travels of Fahien, 
Cambridge, I 92 3. 

2) The Shih~shih Hsi~yu~chi $!@ j@ hiJ (Records of 
the Western Countries by a Buddhist monk). It is now lost, 
except for the fragments included in the Sbui~cbinpchu and for 
some quotations in the Pien~i~tien.~) It is unknown from any 
other source, and this naturally invites the suspicion that it is 
here quoted under a title different from the original. Thus in 
1905 the Chinese scholar Yang ShouNching +$)j 3 rfi (18 3 9 ~  
1914) identified the Shih~sbih Hsi~yii~chi with the Hsi#yii~cbib 
ig &, a lost work in one chiian by TaoNan (d. 385). But 
there are several difficulties in the way of this theory,2) and there 
is one element which goes straight against it: the description of 
Rijagha by Tao~an, preserved in the Yiian~cbien~lei~han J+d 93 
- -- 
&,3) is quite different from the descriptidn by the Shih~shih 
Hsi~yii~cbi in 39 of the present work. From the fragments of the 
Shih~shib Hsi~yu~chi included in the Shui~chinpchu we can infer the 
main outlines of the lost work. It was a compilation and not a 
travel account; it is also certain that it owes nothing to Fa~hsien, 
and seems rather to be earlier than the great pilgrim. It included 
some account of cosmography, a description (perhaps short) 
of the Indus valley, a detailed account of the Buddhistic holy 
places in the Ganges valley, and a description of Central Asia. 

I) S. L~vI, L e  Tokharitn B, langue de Koutcba, in J .  As.,  1g13", p. 447. 
2) O n  the question see PELLIOT, Tokbarien et KoutchPen, in J .  As., 1g34', pp. 76/77. 

O n  Tao/anYs work see CHAVANNES, Voyage de Song Y u n  duns l'Udyina tt le Gandbira, 
in BEFEO, I11 (1903 ), P. 436. 

3) The Ch'ing encyclopaedia of 1710. C h .  316, f. 2 a. 
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3) The work of the Indian (Chu) Fa~wei "k -a fz j#, of 
whom very little is known.') From a quotation in the T'unp 
tien I R - we learn that the name of the work was Fo.kuo. 

chi f$b @ (Record of the Buddhistic kingdoms). 
4) The Wai.kuo.shih p\ $ (Matters concerning the 

foreign kingdoms) by the [Yiieh.]chih monk Sengnsai ji: ff$ &, 
of the Chin dynasty (265.420). Beyond the fragments includ. 
ed in the Shui.chinpchu,3) there are some (partly parallel) quo. 
tations in the Yuan.cbien.lei.han, ch. 3 16, t 2 a. 

5) The Fu.nan.chuan -$j !$ (Account of Fu~nan) by 
K'ang T'ai @ s. It is the travel account of a Chinese ambassay 
dor who was sent to Fu~nan  (the Khmer empire of later times, 
now Cambodia) by the emperors of the W u  dynasty in Sou. 
thern China (222.280). In the hinduized kingdom of Fu. 
nan, K'ang T'ai obtained much information on India, which 
he embodied in his report. It is now lost, but we have several 
passages quoted in the ShuLchinpcbu, the Liangdshu :% -%-, the 
Thi.p'inpyu.lan 4'- fpj a and the Tunptien.4) 

6) The Kuang~chih iE (Expanded treatise) by Kuo 
I.kung 8, who wrofe under the Chin dynasty (265.420). 
It is now lost, but the fragments have been collected in two 
chiian by Ma ~;o.han ,% & (I  794.18 57) and included in 
his Yu.han.shan.fanpcbi.i.shu 3 $4 1% s.5) 

I) See the short notice in the Kao/s2npchuan 6 fB f!! translated by CHAVANNES, 
Voyage de Song Yun, p. 437. 

2) By T u  Yu & f& (7351812). Shb/tturrg -b j& edition of the Commercial 
Press, Shanghai, 1935, ch. 193, p. 1040 b. 

3) These have been collected in the Hai/kuo/ttu/c/)ih & of IS* JDLIEN, 
Reinseignerrtents bibliographiques etc., in J. As., 1847 11, p. 274. 

4) They have been studied by PELLIOT, Le Fouman, in BEFEO, I11 (1903), 
pp. 271 and 2750276. 

5 )  For some quotations see also LAUFER, Sino/Iranica, Chicago, 1919, Index; and 
Malabatbron, in J. As., 1918 11, py. 28 and 34/35 n. 
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7) The Fu.nan#chi # %- (Account of Fu~nan) by 
Chu Chih .I?: $& a man of Indian origin who wrote in the 
second h a l f f  the 5th century.I) 

8) The Fo~t'u~t'iao~chuan @ a 4% (Narrative of F00 
t'u/tciao). Its author is otherwise ~nknown .~ )  The name 
seems to be a transcription of Buddhadeva. 

The following table shows the number of the quotations and 
the approximate number of words concerning India from the 
above eight works; I have also included some passages which 
have no expressed attribution, but which are palpably derived 
from the Fubsien~chuan or the Sbib~shib Hsi~yu.chi. 

QUOTATIONS WORDS 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fa. hsien 
The Shih0shih Hsi.yii.cbi. . . . . . . .  
Chu Fa~wei . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Chih Sing~tsai . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  K'ang T'ai 
Kuo kkung . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Chu Chih . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fo/ty u/tyiao . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Han/shu . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

I )  See PELLIOT, Le Fou/nan, p. 280. 
2) See PUOT, Deux itin4raires de la Chine en Inde, in BEFEO, I V  (1904), p. 2 68 n. 

According to Sh2n Ta/chttng A (1700/1771), quoted in SY, ch. I, f. 12 a, 
Fo/ttu/t'iao is but another name for Fo/ttu/ttng fi R, the famous Indian monk 
who played such an important part at the court of the first emperor of the Later Chao 
dynasty, Shih Lo (3 1943 3 3); see his biography translated by A. F.WRICHT, Fo/ttu/t;ng, 
in HJAS, XI (1948), pp. 3210371. But this identification lacks support, nor is FM'U/ 
ttiao found among the recorded variants of the name Fo/tCu/ttng. I would rather think 
of Chu Fo/ttiao I&, a, who was a disciple of Fo/t'u/ttng and was probably of 
Indian origin. But his biography in ch. 9 of the Kao/s~ng/cbuan (Taish;, L, pp. 387 c/  
388 a) does not mention his having written a geographical work. 
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From this table it follows that the accouilt of India is a mosaic, 
of which about the half is drawn from Fayhsien. 

There is one peculiarity which strikes the reader at once: 
although the Shui~ching~chu was compiled at the beginning of 
the 6th century, all of these materials are much older. Fayhsien 
is probably the latest, and the rest go back to the 4th and even 
3rd century. Political conditions at the time of coinpilation 
are wholly ignored. When Li Taoyyuan was writing, modern 
Afghanistan belonged to the Chionites or Hephthalites, wrong/ 
ly  also called White Huns. They were divided into two bran. 
ches; the one ruled a mighty state north of the Hindukush and 
for a time imposed tribute even on the Sassanid empire; the 
other held sway south of the mountains, with their centre round 
Ghazni (Zabulistan) and extending their rule also over KipiSi 
and Gandhira.11 But when the Shui~chinpchu comes to describe 
the lands north of the Hindukush, it merely repeats the old 
tales of the Yuehychih and the Saiywang, going back to the 
times of the Han.') For the lands south of the Hindukush, 
it brings nothing except religious matters; Fayhsien reigns nearly 
undisputed. In India proper the kingdom of the Imperial 
and the Later Guptas is wholly ignored (as indeed it is by 
Fayhsien), and political information is practically lacking. We 
may conclude these remarks by saying that the material of the 
Sbui~ching~cbu on India is nearly exclusively Buddhist and of 
religious character, and is older than the Shuiycbinpchu by at 
least a century. 

The hydrography of Northern India is largely fictitious. 
The Ganges of the Shui~chinpchu is not so much a real river, as 

I )  See now CHIRSHMAN, IRs Chiot~ites/HephtalitPs, Cairo, 1948. 
2 )  Ch. 2, f. I a H b ;  left untranslated in the present study. 
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a thread in the narrative, by which the places and regions describ~ 
ed are somehow brought into relation with each other. Li 
Taodyuan or his sources have not much regard for geographical 
facts, and sometimes the bearings are interchanged, as when 
the Ganges is made to flow north of Vaiiali, Siketa and Kapid 
lavastu, or when in Magadha it flows from east of west simply 
because FaHhsien happened to travel in that direction. The 
fictitiousness of the hydrographical sequence is the main reason 
why I have preferred to study the text quotation by quotation 
and not as a whole, even if this may appear to hinder a pro. 
per appreciation of Li Tao~yiian's work. But in this chapter 
it is the quotations alone which offer some interest; the slender 
contribution of Li  Taodyiian in the way of connecting text 
can safely be left out of consideration. 





SECTION A 
(from ch. I) 

4 8  1. The Shil)/shih Hsi/yGcbi says that A/nou/ra #$ & (Anavatapta) is 
a great mountain. Upon it there is a large and deep water pool and a kingly 
palace, the towers of which are very large. This mountain now is the Keun/lun 
d@ mountain. 

The form A ~ n o u ~ t a  (ancient *cE.ndu.d'cit) is common to all 
the older translations in the Chinese Tripitaka. According to 
WATTERS, it transcribes the Pali Anotatta.') But PELLIOT has 
pointed out that ~ t a  implies a sonant dental and that the original 
must rather have been *Anodatta." This goes to show that 
the name was known to the Chinese under a form current in 
the Prakrit of Central Asia. 

O n  the K'un~lun of Central Asia, a subject which lies out. 
side the limits of the present work, there are older studies by De 
Saussure, Ferrand etc.; but the best investigations are due to 
SVEN HEDIN and HERRMANN in vol. VIII of Southern Tibet; 
and to EBERHARD, Lokalkuhuren im alten China, vol. I, Leiden, 
1942, pp. 245~248, where much material is conveniently ga. 
thered. For K'un~lun as the source of the Huangho accord. 
ing to the Hanyshu, and its later divorce from that river and 

I )  On Yiiatr Cbwarg's trar~elz, London, 1904, vol. I ,  y .  34. 
2) Review ~~WATTERS' book in BEFEO, V ( 1 9 0 ~ ) ~  p. 436. For the transcription 

value of @ (da or dha, never ta )  see S. LBvI, Le catalogue des Yaksa darts la Mahitniiyuri, 
in J .  As., rgrs l ,  p. 1 3 1 .  
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identification with Anavatapta, see HEDIN, op. cit., pp. 10.1 3. 

In any case it remains certain that in the age of the Shui.cbing.cbu 
the name K'un~lun applied to Western and Central Himalaya. 

2. The Mu~t'ien/fziLchuan @$ 3 {$ says that the Son of Heaven ascen, 
ded the Ktun/lun in order to see the palace of HuangHti 3 and to raise the 
mound on the tomb of F$ng/lung E. FengJung is the god of thunder. 
The palace of Huanglti is thus the palace on the Adnou0ta. 

This paragraph is a kind of explanatory note inserted by Li 
Tao.yiian in the middle of a quotation from the ShihRshih H s i ~  
yu~cbi. If according to the Shih.shih Hsi~yu/chi the K u n ~ l u n  
is identical with the Anavatapta, then all the particulars attri. 
buted to the two mountains must coincide. As the oldest 
extant account of the K'un~lun is that of the Mu/tCien~tzii.chuan, 
the comparison with this old book imposes itselt 

The Mu~tcien~tzii~chucln is an account of the travels and 
sports of king Mu in the western borderlands of old China, 
which took place in the 10th century B. C. The work was 
found in an old tomb which was opened in 280 or 281 A. D. 
As we have it, it is certainly heavily interpolated, but its nucleus 
seems to be authentic. The passage in question1) is comprised in 
that section of the text which describes the voyage to the fabulous 
Hsi~wang/mu -@ 3 -/@, a queen or a population in the extreme 
West; this section has been conclusively shown to be an inter. 
polation posterior to the finding of the work in 280.1 A. Do2) 

I) Mu~t'ien~tzii~chuntr (S~ii,~rr,ts'un~,k'Rn edition, Shanghai, 19 3 6), ch. 2,  f. 9 b. It 
is J 22 in the translation of EITEL, Mu/t'ien/tsze/chuen, or narrative of the son of heaven 
(postumously called) Mu, in China Reuiew, XVII (I 888/g), p. 230. 

2) See DE SAUSSURE, Le voyage du roi Mou au Turkesfan Oriental, in J. As., 19-20", 
pp. ISI,Ij6; id., La relation de voyage du roi MOU (au 1X siJc1e auat~f J. C.), in J. AS., 
1921'. pp. 247/280; and above all HERRMANN, Die Westlander irr der chinesuchen 
Kartographie, pp. 1830186, 
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The Kundlun of the Mu~fien~tzibcbuan has nothing to do 
with the Himalaya; even if it is not, as maintained by HERRMANN 
and others, the name of an ancient people of Central Asia, it 
cannot but be sought for in the ranges on the western border of 
the original Chinese homeland in the Huangho basin.') But 
this does not disturb Li Taodyiian in the least. 

Huangdti is the mythical founder of '~hinese  culture, who 
according to tradition lived in the third millennium B. C. 

Fing~lung is a personage of not very common occurrence in 
Chinese mythology; he is mentioned, however, as the god of 
thunder in the Lidsao ,%$, str. 5 7, and in HuaidnandtzU -% 
fi (" Hundred philosophers" edition of the Sao~yeh sham 
fang fadhsing @ $- ~4 gg $7, Shanghai, I 922). ch. 3 ,  f. 3 6.') 

5 a  3. From this mountain six great rivers issue. To the west of the mountain 
there is the great river called Hsind'ou g r  BJ;i (Sindhu). 

This paragraph is really the continuation of s I, afier the 
interruption caused by Li Taodyuan's discussion in s 2. It 
continues therefore the quotation from the Shih~shih Hsi~yiidchi. 

The hydrography of this passage is fundamental; it lies at the 
basis of the whole first two cbiians of the Shui~chinpchu. The 
hydrography of the Buddhist texts can be divided into two 
great traditions. According to the cosmology of the canonical 
and postHcanonica1 texts, the great rivers of Jambudvipa are 
five: Gangi, Yamuni, Sarabhii (Sarda), Aciravati (Rapti) 

I)  The equation with Anavatapta belongs to a much later period. On  the whole 
question of the meaning of Ktun,lun in the first millennium B.C., see the above quot, 
ed works of Hedin and Eberhard, and particularly HALOUN, Seit wann katinten die 
Chinesen die Tocharer oder Indogermanen iiberhaupt, Leipzig, 1926, pp. 16 3,172. 

2) See also the short note by H. MASPERO, Legendcs mythologiques datis k Ckou/  
king, in J. As., 1924~,  p. 57 11. 
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and Mahi (near Gayi): it is a purely Indian list. The tradi. 
tion of Northern Buddhism prefers another scheme: we have the 
Anavatapta (the unheated), a lake on the top of the Himalaya, 
with a Niga king presiding over it; four rivers issue fiom the 
lake: the Gangi to the east, the Sindhu to the south, the Vaksu 
(Oxus) to the west and the Siti (Tarim) to the north; this list 
spreads over the whole of Middle Asia.') The hydrography 
of the Sbui~cbinpchu shows a contamination of the two traditions. 
Li Tao.yiian has adopted the ideas of the Shih/shib Hsidyi~cbi, of 
which work the present para is almost certainly a quotation. 
The change of the Anavatapta into a mountain is due to the 
influence of the K'un~lun and perhaps also of the Meru. The 
six rivers are made up of the four of the northern traditions, 
but with names partly changed: Indus, Ganges, I.lo/ch'i/ti (for 
which see ss 57/60 and 65; corresponding mainly to the Oxus) 
and the great A.nou.ta river (described in ch. 2, E 6 a; seems to 
correspond to the Cherchewdarya and Tarim). To these are 
added two of the rivers of the southern tradition: Yaodnu and 
Sa.han (Yamuni and SarayB; for both see 12). 

This hydrography, and chiefly the change of the Anavatapta 
into a mountain, left few traces in the later geographical tradi. 
tion, which soon came to be deeply influenced by Hsiian~tsang 
and generally by the enormous widening of geographical know. 
ledge which took place in the times of the T'ang dynasty. 
Still, it is echoed in the Kua.ti.chih t& j& i . ,  written in 642 by 
Hsiao T&yen & f$j 3 (558/654), which speaks ofthe A.nou.ta, 
identical with the KunAun, and of the Ganges issuing from it.') 

I)  See the interesting note in LAMO'ITE, Le traite' de la grande vertid de sagesse de 
Nigivjuna (Mabiprajiitipiramitiiistra), Louvain, 1944.49, pp. 3 85.3 86 n. 

2) The Ki4a/tLchih is now lost; its fragments were collected and published in 1797 by 
Sun Hsing.yen .& in his great collection Tai~nfin.ko.ts'imnpshu @ j$j s. 
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4. The Kuanpchih of Kuo I~kung says that the Sweet River (tt *j 
is in the eastern part of the Western Countries (jEj s); its name is river Hsin, 
t'ao j& 1%. The mountain [from which it issues] is to the west of the T'ien, 
chu region (India). Its water is sweet, therdore it is called Sweet River. 

t t  The surname sweet" given to the Indus is difficult to 
account for; there seems to be no parallel for this in Indian sour/ 
ces. The passage is perhaps corrupted, as we cannot otherwise 
explain the situation of the Indus in the eastern part of the 
Western Countries. 

5. There is rock4salt as white as rock crystal in large pieces; it is quartied and 
employed.  a an^ T'ai says that An,hsi ,@, (Persia), the Yiiehxhih fi , 
TCien/chu (India), as far as Ch'ia,na/t'ia~,~ii 3 m, all of them have 
the highest opinion of this salt. 

The mention of rockNsalt refers of course to the Salt Range 
in the Panjab between the Indus and the Jhelam. 

The interesting name Chia/na/teiao (the addition of the 
last character ~ y i i  is due to some clerical error) will be discussed 
under fj 5s. 

6. The monk Fuhsien says that after he had passed the Tsunpling @, a, 
he entered the territory of Northan India. From this place he followed the 
range to the soutlvwest for r5 days etc. [omitted]. 

Follows a verbatim reproduction of the first half of ch. 7 of 
the Fa~bsien~chuan, describing the pilgrim's journey through the 
Hanging Passages; cfi. LECCE, pp. 26/27. 

Towards the end of this passage, the text of Fadhsien has the 
words $i& @, and then goes on to say that neither Chang 
Chtien nor Kan Ying (the famous explorers of the znd41st 

A s  this is not available to me, I quote from the Shibdchi ching,i J& sc i'E s , i .  e. the corn/ 
mentary on the Sbih#chi by Szu4ma Chtng 3 fi (8th century), ap. Shih~cbi, ch. 123, 

f. 7 b. Cfr. CHAVANNES,R~~~CW of MARQUART'S Eranshahr, in J. As. 19orI1, p. 555; and 
FRANKE, Beitrage zr4r Kenntniss der Tiirkviilker und Skytkn Zentralnsiens, Berlin, 1904, p. 3 6. 
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centuries B. C.) reached this spot.') Legge translates the four 
characters as " [the places and the arrangements] are to be found 
in the Records of the Nine Interpreters ".'I No such records 
ever existed, and the translation is wrong: is a not u n ~  
common idiom in the dynastic histories, and means in every 
case "through nine translations", i. e. "through many linguistic 
borders".)) But the question is complicated by the fact that 
the Sbui~chinpchu (ST, SW and SY) has for the last charac, 

c ' ter the variant @, to interrupt ". If we accept the reading 
$?, which seems to me preferable, then the meaning is: "[This 
is] the account [which has come to us] through ninefold trans, 
lations (i. e. through many intermediaries), since neither Chang 
Ch'ien nor Kan Ying reached this spot ". The reading @ 
which is still well attested, gives a less satisfactory meaning: 
" [Access to the place] is precluded by ninefold translations 
(i. e. by the enormous distance), so that neither Chang Ch'ien 
nor Kan Ying reached this spot ". 

5 b 7. I have examined all the accounts in the chronicles, and this is what 
they say. The country of Chi/pin jjfij @ has a mountain trail made of stone 
slabs. The path is about one foot wide. The travellers walk step by step 
clasping each other. Rope bridges are following each other for more than 
20 li, till one arrives to the Hanging Passages (;% &). The dificulties and 
dangers are indescribable. 

I)  Taish& vol. LI, p. 858 n. 
t t 

2) LEGGE, pp. 26/27. CILES, Trnvels of Fa/hsint, p. 10: According to the 
Records of the Nine Interpreters ". 

3) See e. g. Shi/)/cbi, ch. 123, f. 8 6 (= Han/shu, ch. 61, f. 3 a): 31 f i  $%, 
t c 

countries which are reached through many, ninefold translations ". Ckiri Tcarp 
t t 

s/)u, ch. 130, f. 4 b: f2; !!- f i  ft fi 3, from ~o .ooo  li the barbarians 
through nine translatior~s come to visit us ". A similar idiom 31 3, with the 
slme meaning of numerous linguistic borders, occurs in Huaiman*tzii, ch. 20, f. 2 a, 
in Hou Hanfshu, ch. 118 (88 in the Po/na/p;n), f. 3 a, etc.; it has remained fairly 
common in the documentary style. 
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This paragraph and part of fj 8 have been translated by 
FRANKE.~) The words from " The travellers walk ... " till" ... to 
the Hanging Passages " are a quotation from Han.sbu, ch. 96 a, 
f. 12 b. O u r  text brings even a good textual emendation; the 
current editions of the Han.sbu have - 7- " 2000 li ", while 

--A the reading of the ShuLchinpcbu, - -j-g " 20 li " is undoub. 
tedly the original one. 

O n  Chkpin see the Appendix. There seems to be no agree. 
ment about the exact position of the Hanging Passages, a name 
which often occur in the earlier Chinese accounts of the Pamir 
till the time of Hsiiawtsang. Fa~hsien's description certainly 
refers to the difficult passage along the Indus below Darel, 
west of Gi lg i t~)  It is a controversial point whether these Hang. 
ing Passages are the same as those of the Han.sbu. According to 
STEN KONOW they are the same.)) According to HEDIN 
and HERRMANN they are not, and the Hanging Passages of the 
Han.shu must be sought for in Hunza (Kanjut), east of Gilgit; 4, 

the latter opinion suits better the geographical conditions (see the 
following paragraph). 

Our text. as it stands, seems to include the Hanging Passages 
in Chkpin. But what we have here is simply a patched~up quota. 
tion from the Han~shu, and the latter work makes it clear that the 
Hanging Passages are on the route to Chi~pin,  but not in Chi~pin. 

The meaning of Chkpin is here uncertain, but as the ultk 
mate source is the Han.shu, the probability is more in favour of 
GandhiradKipis'i than of Kashmir. 

I )  Beitrage etc., p. 58. 
2) See  the discussion i n  Sir Aurel STEIN, Serindia, Oxford, 1921, p. 8. 
3 )  KONOW, Corpus Inscriptionurn Indicorunt, "011. 11.1 (Kharoshthi Inscriptions), 

Calcutta, 1929, p. xxiii. 
4) Southern Tibet, vol .  V I I I ,  pp. 6.7, 32. 
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For the value of the li in the Shuidching~chu, I cannot do better 
than refer to the study of R. STEIN." I think we can accept 
for practical purposes his average of 400 metres. 

8. Kuo I/kung says that west of Wu*ch'a ,R there is the country of 
the Hanging Passages. It is a mountain gorge which is impassable; only 
by drawing out ropes one may cross it; hence the country has received its name. 
The natives dwell in the mountains. They cultivate [their fields] between stone 
walls. Heaped rocks are employed for building houses. The people join 
their hands for drinking; it is what we call monkey drinking. They have 
white goats and short~stepping horses. They have donkeys, but no oxen. 

Another quotation from Kuo Idkung is given by Ma Kuod 
han: " In  the Hanging Passages the tombs are in the dwelling 
huts. [The traveller] enters a stretch of about ten li, and [this] 
difficult crossing is the Hanging Passages. Once they are 
crossed, [the traveller] eventually reaches a plain of about IOO li. 
Its population is not different [from that on the other side of the 
Passages ?] ".3) The plain of IOO li below the Hanging Pas/ 
sages must be the valley of Gilgit. It cannot well be defined 
as a plain, but it is the greatest widening in the Indus valley 
between Baltistan and the Panjab. 

Wudchca, ancient *godd"a, corresponds to an original *Uda.4) 
According to HERRMANN, it is to be situated in Sarikol, south 
of Yarkand.5) 

I) Le Lin~yi, pp. 11/12. 
2) ST, SW and SY have "white grass" which seems out of place here 

I have followed SS (B .+). 
3) Yii/han/shan/fanpchi,i,shu, Kuanpchih, ch. k, f. I 043. 

4) P~LLIOT, A propos du Tokharien, in TP, XXXII (1936). pp. 276/279. 
j) Southern Tibet, vol. VIII, pp. 19 and 451. It is certanly not synonimous with 

Wu&hrang (UddiyZna), as maintained by L~DERS, Pali uddiycina, in Zeitschr9 f"r 
vergleicbende Sprachwissensch~t, I L  (1920). pp. 235,236 (= P\)ilologicfi lndica, Gottingen, 
1940, P. 496). 
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The " short~stepping " of the text refers, according to FRANKE, 
to the ambling gait of the Central Asian 'and Pamir ponies. 

9. These are those Hanging Passages, of which the monk Fahsicn also 
says that after having crossed the river he arrived to the country of Wu/chCang 
p- (UddiyZna). The kingdom of Wu~ch'ang is [a part of] northernmost 

8 *v 
India. It is a kingdom where the Buddha arrived. The Buddha left the mark 
of his foot in it. The mark is long or short according to the faith of the man 

6 n [who beholds it]. Up to now it still exists. Also the stone, where [the Buddha] 
dried his robe, is still in existence. 

This is an abstract of the first two paragraphs in Fa/hsien's 
ch. 8 (LECCE, pp. 28/29). 

The stone showing the footprint of the Buddha, with the 
Kharosthi . . inscription Bodhasa Sakamurisa padani (foot/prints of 
the Buddha Sikyamuni), was seen and photographed by Sir 
Aurel Stein near the village of Tirat in Upper Swat, about 
long. 72030', lat. 3~07'30". Also the boulder on which the 
Buddha dried his robe, is still extant on the right bank of the 
Swat river, four miles south of Tirat.') 

10. a) The river Indus further flows towards the south/west; then it bends 
and flows to the southdast. It passes through Central India. 

b) On' both banks there is level country. There is a kingdom called 
PCi*ch'a D l t  %,2) where the law ofthe Buddha is flourishing. 

c) [The pilgrim] continued following the PCu/na/pan 8 @ 3) 
river. O n  the banks ofthe river to the right and lef? there are twenty sanghirima. 

d) This river flows through the kingdom of Mo/t'ou/lo )@ 
(Mathuri) and joins below it the river Indus. From this river to Western 
India there are many kingdoms. 

I) Sir Aurel STEIN, Archaeological tour in Upper Swat  and adjunct bill tracts (MASI, 
n. 42). Calcutta, 1930, pp. 55/56, 59/61. For the inscription there see STW KONOW, 
Corpus Inscr@tionum lndicarum, I I J ,  pp. 8.9. 

2) O r  P'i/tCu; the second character has both pronounciations. 
3 )  SS has Man/ $6. Fa4hsien (Taish i ,  LI, 859 a )  has PCu/na a #I. 
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e) From here to the south all [the country] is Madhyadeia (+ m). 
Its peop!e are rich. 

f) The inhabitants of Madhyadeia dress and eat like the Middle 
Kingdom (I+ ); therefore they are called Madhyadeia. 

g) Since the parinirvina [of the Buddha], the forms of ceremony, laws 
and rules practised by the hAly communities, have been handed down from 
one generation to the other without interruption. From the river Indus to the 
regions of Southern India and on to the Southern Sea, there are 40.000 li. 

This paragraph is the worst confused in our text. It consists 
of some isolated passages from Fa~hsien; the connecting text 
seems to be due to Li Tao~yiian and is mostly a string of mistakes 
and misunderstandings. 

The chapters of Fa~hsien, from which this text is culled, 
describe with suficient clearness the pilgrim's departure from 
Bannu, his crossing of the Indus, his journey to P'idchca and along 
the Pcuma/pan river; then they give an account of the principal 
features and customs of Northern India. 

The following passages in our text are from FaRhsien: 

b) = last sentence of ch. 14 and first of ch. I 5 (LECCE, 
P 41); 

c )  = beginning of ch. 16 (LECGE, p. 42); 
e) = beginning of second paragraph of ch. 16 (LEGCE, 

P 42); 
g) = end of ch. 16 (LECCE, p. 47). 

The connecting text begins (a) with twisting the Indus 
towards the south~east and sending it to Central India, i. e., in 
the language of the Buddhist pilgrims, the Ganges valley. Then 
(d) it consequently goes on calling the Ganges by the name 
Sindhu, and makes the Pcuma~pan, which cannot but be the 
Jumna, join it below Mo~t'ou~lo; this last is of course Mathura, 
and its mention here is due to a reminiscence from Fa~hsien. 
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The mistake probably goes back to texts employing the word 
sindhu in its widest acception, that of " great river ". It is, 
however, peculiar that just below (s 9) a quotation from the 
Shib~sbih HsiHyu~cbi describes the exact course of the Indus. In 
(f) Li Tao~yiian gives a rather unhappy explanation of the 
word ChungHkuo, which is the translation of the Sanskrit 
Madhyadeia and at the same time a name for China; it is partly 
based on a statement of FaHhsien.') 

The geographical names in this paragraph are all taken from 
Fadhsien. P'i/chCa (ancient bj'id'b) transcribes regularly *Bhida. 
According to CUNNING HAM,^) it is Bhira or Bhera, on the 
bank of the Jhelam in the Shahpur district of West Panjab. 
The modern town, built by Sher Shah about 1540, is on 
the left bank of the river, but " Old Bhera, as it is still lo. 
cally known, is represented by a large debris~covered mound 
situated to the north of the village of Ahmadabad close to the 
hamlet of Sardarkot and about 3 + miles across the river 
from Bhera ".3) The identification can hardly be doubted; it 
is, however, strange that the name Bhera or Bhida does not 
occur in inscriptions and that there is no trace of a lungdom 
of Bhida in Indian tradition. 

P'umaHpan (ancient b'uo~ni~puin) is evidently the Yamuni, 
but the phonetic equivalence is obscure. Discussing the P'u~na 
of Fayhsien, Weller suggested an alternance b ~ m  in the first 
syllable similar to BombaydMumbay; he quoted some (highly 
suspect) reconstructions by De Groot and Schlegel in support 
to his contention. According to him, beuo#ni transcribes (Ya) 

I )  Beginning of ch. 8 (LECCE, p. 28). 
2 )  Ai~cient Geography of India, Calcutta, 1924, pp. 1770178. 
3 )  A. STEIN, Archaeological Recorrnnissances in Nort/~~Western Itrdia atrd Sorrtb0Enstt.rtr 

Iran, London, 1937, p. 59. 
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muni. I )  But our P'umadpan, of which P'u~na is evidently 
only a shortened form, precludes this reconstruction. The name 
remains as unexplained today as it was in LEGGE'S time. 

11. The Shihdshih Hsi.ywchi says that the river Indus flows through Chidpin, 
Chiendyueh !& @, Mo,ho,la @ i$ JPIJ.2) a11 these kingdoms, and enters the 
Souther11 Sea; so it is. 

The Shih/shih HsiNyiiNchi is a Buddhist work, so ChiHpin 
probably means here Kashmir. This is of course wrong, as 
the Indus does not flow through Kashmir proper, but the Shihy 
shih HsiNyii~chi is accustomed to take liberties with hydrography. 

Concerning Chien~yiieh, its second character (ancient jiwvt) 
is found fairly often at the end of Indian geographical names in 
the Chinese texts. As rightly pointed out by S. LEV& yueh is a 
sort of vague geographical exponent; it originally represented the 
final suffix Ouati, quite frequent in Indian geographical names, 
and was later extended even to names of which Ovati was no 
part.)) Chien is the first character (with a small modification) 
of FaNhsien's Chien~t'o~wei +$ fs. ChienNyueh is therefore 
Gand hira. 

The ancient pronounciation of MoNhoyla was mu$dNlrit, 
which regularly corresponds to a form *Mahir%. I know of 
no ethnical name in this area (middle Indus) that can be brought 
into relation with this, unless it be the highly doubtful Mahirija 
Janapada, a tribal state the existence of which was inferred by 
K. P. JAYASWAL from a mention in the Astidhyriyi . . of Panini (4, 
3, 97) and from some coins of the 2nd century A. D. found 

I )  F. WELLER, Kleine BeifrQe ziv Evkliruty Fa/ksiens, in Asia Major, Hivfh Atrrli, - - 
uevsary Volume, London, 1923, pp. 562,563. 

2) S S :  I 5iiJ 1 . 
3 )  LEVI, Le cafalogue des Yakfa dnns la Mahirniyiiui, in J. As . ,  1 9 r j 1 ,  p. 60. 
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in the Panjab.') But the reading Mahir+ajanupadasa on these 
coins is definitely wrong." and the data of Pinini may be inter. 
preted otherwise. Unless no other evidence is forthcoming, 
we cannot identify this phantom tribe with our *Mahid!. 
But no other suggestion can be made at the moment. 

6 b 12. T o  the s o u t h ~ e s t  of the A/nou/ta mountain there is the river callcd 
Yao~nu $& a. T o  the southdwest of the mountain, somewhat to the east, 
there is the river called Sahan & 7s. A Little more to the east there is the 
river called Heng/chia 'IR (Ganges). These three rivers issue together from 
the same mountain. All of them enter the river Heng 'JEJ (Ganges). 

After having described the Indus, the Shib.sbih - Hsi.yu.cbi 
takes up again the list of rivers issuing from the Anavatapta. 

HERRMANN has equated Yao~nu with the Karnali and 
Sahan with the Sarda, wisely accompanying this tentative iden. 
tification with a query." I think he was only half right. 

We have here three rivers, all of them issuing from the 
Anavatapta at a small distance from each other, and later unit. 
ing to form, or at least flowing into, the Ganges. The first 
great river which one comes across while travelling from the 
basin of the Indus to that of the Ganges, is the Jumna. The 
ancient pronounciation of Yao~nu is jiwnuo, and the transcrip. 
tion value of these two characters in the 6th century was yau 
and ni/no.4) I take this to be the transcription of some Prakrit 
form of Yamuna with attenuated nasal, e. g. something like 
the Ardhamagadhi ' h r  or the form transcribed by al.Ber8ni 
as Jaun. 

I) K. P. JAYASWAL, Hindu Polity, Calcutta, 1924, vol. I, p. 159. 
2) The correct reading is Rajan'ajanapadasa; J. AI.LAN, Cotaloguc of tbe Coins of 

Ancient India [in the British Museurn], London, 1936, p. civ. 
3) HERRIVLANN, Die Westlinder etc., p. 241. 
4) LEVI, Le catalogrre des Yakfa datrs la Mahamayiiri, pp. 1 3  3 and 128. 
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SaNhan must have exchanged places, by an error of the text 
or otherwise, with the Ganges; no large river exists between 
Jumna and Ganges, and the Sa~han must be looked for to 
the east of the Ganges. The second character ban I;F. is an 
obvious error for yii 9. The ancient pronounciation of the 
name is ra"t.jju, which- transcribes Sar(a)y~; it is the modern 
Sarda and its prolongation, the lower Gogra. 

13. The Fu/nan/chuan of K ang T'ai says that the source of the river Ganges 
(Heng) issues, on the farthest north/west, from the Ktun/lun. In the middle 
of the mountain there are five great sources; all the rivers flow separated, but 
all of them issue from these five great sources. The great river Chih/hu/li @ 

issues from the north/west of the mountain, flows towards the southeast 
and empties itself in the ocean. The ChihNhuNli is therefore the Ganges itself. 

K'ang T'ai's five rivers are those of the Buddhist canonical 
tradition: Gangb, Yamunb, Sarabhii, Aciravati, Mahi.') 

Chih (@)/hu/li is a wrong spelling of Pa (+E)NhuNli, 
which is found in the already quoted passage of the Kua~ti. 
~hib,~) as another name for the Ganges. The  first two sylla/ 
bles of PaNhu~li (ancient bCatNyuo~liei) seem to transcribe a 
Sanskrit valgu, while the last cannot be explained at present. 
'Valgu often occurs in Sanskrit for pbalgu, and the river here 
meant is the Phalgumati, Vaggumudi of the Pali texts, alias 
Aciravati or Revati, the modern Rapti. The  identification 
of the Phalgumati with the Ganges is of course a mistake 
by K'ang T'ai, who misunderstood his Indian informants; his 
account forms the basis of both the texts of the Shui/chinpcbu 
and the Kua~tidcbib. 

I)  See back pp. 13/14. 
2 The equation Pa/hu(/li)=Valgu was first tentatively suggested by PELLIOT, 

Autouv d'une tvaduction sa~iskvite du TaoltiGking, in TP, XI11 (11912). p. 3 5 5  n. 
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14. Accordingly, the Shihcshilj HsicyiLchi has a list of the bends of the 
Ganges. To  the north of the Ganges there are four kingdoms. Westernmost 
is the one between the bends of the Indus and of the Ganges. It is the 
kingdom of Chii/icna/ho & f l S  #$ (Kuiinigara). 

The distortion of the geographic picture of India in the Shib. 
shih Hsi~yu~chi is particularly evident here. The four kingdoms 
are Kuiinagara, Vaiiili (see § ~ g ) ,  Sankiiya (see g 23)  and K a p i ~  
lavastu (see g 29). They are not described in any order, nor is 
Kulinigara the westernmost of the four. All of them are hund. 
reds of miles away from the SatlejHJumna doab in the Panjab. 

15. The Fa/l)siencchuan says that the river Ganges flows towards the south. 
east, to the south of the kingdom of KuSinigara. [There is a place] to the 
north of the city, between two trees, on the river Hsi/lien/chtan $#) a #f$ 
(Hiranyavati). Here, on the banks of the river, is the place where the Bhac 
gavan, with his head to the north, performed his parinirvinu, and where his 
relics were divided. 

Except for the first sentence, this para is a quotation from 
Fa~hsien's ch. 24 (LEGGE, pp. 70~71). In  Hsi~lien~ch'an, the 
last character should be disregarded, as it is due to the attraction 
of Ni.lien#chcan (the Nairaiijani river near Bodh Gaya); the 
confusion between the two rivers was very cornm~n.~)  

16. The WaLkuocshih of Chih Szngdsai says that h e r  the pariniruina of 
7 a the Buddha the Devas I wrapped the Buddha into new white pieces of ;loth 

and made offirings to him with scented flewers. When seven days were completed, 
they took him out of the royal palace in a golden coffin and brought him beyond 
a small river. The name of the river was Hsiclancna @j a5 (Hiranya). 
At about three li from the royal palace and to the north of it, [they built a funeral 
pile] employing sandal wood as fuel. The Devas tried severally to ignite the 
pile, but it did not burn. MahacKaiyapa (;k a g)  came back from Liuc 
sha & @, sobbed most vehemently and moved heaven and earth to compassion. 

I) S. L h ,  La mission de Warrg Hiuencts'e dam I'lnde, in J. As., I~OO", p. 324. 
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Then after this, other fuel, though unkindled, took fire by itself. The kings 
wanted relics. They measured [the ashes] with gold bushels, and obtained eight 
drona and four pecks. All the kings, and the lords of the gods, of the NZga 
and of the spirits, each of them took a little [of the ashes]. They carried it back 
to their own kingdoms, in order to build a temple of the Buddha over it. King 
Aioka erected a stiipa on the place of the parinirviipa of the Buddha. The two 
trees too received a stupa, but this is no longer extant. The name of these trees 
was So~ lo  tree (iikl). The flowers of these trees are called So/lo/cheia 

f ( a k a ) .  The colour of these flowers is white like hoarfrost or snow, 
and its perfume is matchless. 

The traditional accounts of the death and cremation of the 
Buddha grew up from simple beginnings to the legendary tales 
of later texts. See on this subject the exhaustive study of 
WALDSCHMIDT, Die ~berlieferun~ vom Lebensende des Buddha 
(Abh. Ak. Wiss. Gottingen, phil.yhist. Kl., I11 series, nn. 29, 
3 o), Gottingen, I 94 4/48. Also PRZYLUSKI, Le pariniruina eel 
les funerailles du Buddha, in J. As., 191 8, 1919 and 1920. 

There is nothing distinctive about Chih Sing~tsai's account; 
it follows the standard version of the Mabiparinirv&asritra; in 
some particulars, such as the starting of the funeral procession 
from inside the town and not from the place of death, it follows 
the version of Po Faytsu.~) 

Hsiylan~na (ancient xieidltnynci) transcribes more exactly a 
Prakrit form Hirafifia. 

For the location of the cremation ground, the Waiykuo~shib 
agrees with Hsiianytsang, who also places the cremation stiipa 
to the north of the city, about 300 paces on the other side of 
the river.") 

The  name Liuysha, meaning shifting sands and usually 
applied in Chinese texts to the Central Asian desert, remains 

I) WALDSCHMIDT, D i e  ~ b e r l i e f e r r r t ~  vonr Leborserrde des Buddha, yp. 275, 2 8 3 .  
2) WATTERS, vol. 11, pp. 39/40. 
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unexplained. According to most of the texts, Mahi.Kaiyapa 
was coming fiom P i p i  (Piva) to Kuiinigara, when he heard 
of the decease of the Buddha; according to Fwhsien's version of 
the Mahiparinirv&asutra, he was at Daksinagiri, south of Rija. 
grha; according to the Vinaya of the Mahisabghika, followed 
b; the Mahiuastu, he was on the Grdhrak~ta.~) In no canonical 
text anything is found which may recall our Liuysha. 

7 b 17. The Fu/nan/cl)i of C h u ~ h i h  says I that from the kingdom of Lin/ 
yang $$ & there is a land route of 2000 li to the kingdom of Chin/cht& & m. 
One may travel by cart or on horseback, but there is no water route. The whole 
kingdom honours the Buddha. They had a monk; when he died he was to be 
cremated. For the cremation more than one thousand faggots [were employed], 
but still he sat in the midst of the fire. So they took him out and placed 
him inside a stone building, and since that time for about sixty years the corpse 
remained as before, without being corrupted. Chu Chih saw it with his own 
eyes. That man still remains there intact U e  a diamond (vajra); clearly he will 
last forever. The caitya of his relics is visible and for all times 2, they are incor,. 
rupted. His knowkdge of Void, as they call it, was infinite. His great 
science was boundless. 

The first three sentences of this passage have been translated 
by PELLIOT; 3) he also collected several other texts concerning 
Chinych'tn and Liwyang. Lin~yang is still unexplained. O n  
ChinychCEn the best study is that of S. Lcv1.4) Chinych'in 
is identical with Chinylin + @ of other texts. They correspond 
to the Suva~nabhiimi o f  the Niddesa and to the Suvar&u/ 
dyaka of the Harivamia and of Ksemendra; chin, gold, translates 

I) WALDSCHMIDT, op. cit., pp. 285.289. 
2) Thus I translate the characters -@ x. Under their heading the Pei/wtn#yiin/ 

f u  f i  , Commercial Press edition, Shanghai, 193 7, p. 654 c registen only 
the present quotation of the Sbrri/ching/chu and nothing more. 

3) Le Fou/nan, in BEFEO, 111 ( I ~ o J ) ,  p. 267. 
4) Ptol4tnie, le Niddesa et la B$atkathi, in Budes Asiatiq~es de lJ&o1e Franfaise 

dJExtr2me Orient, Paris, 1926, vol. 11, pp. 29/37. 
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Suvarna, and cb'b or lin (ancient d"Fn and lBn) transcribes the 
syllable dya.~) The location of this semi~legendary name cannot 
be ascertained with precision, because it was a floating geogra~ 
phical expression referring to countries to the east of the Gulf of 
Bengal. W e  may look for it in Lower Burma or in the 
Malayan Peninsula.') 

L i  Tao~yiian apparently inserted here this paragraph because 
of some vague ressemblance with the funerals of the Buddha. 
But C h u  Chih's account refers to some other personage; it is 
perhaps the echo of a local legend concerning some famous 
monk, which he heard from the Indian traders. 

18. This river flowing with many vagaries runs into the Ganges. The Can, 
ges again flows eastward, to the north of the city of Pti/sh&li Ulk $11 (Vais'ili). 

" This river " is again the Hiranyavati (Gandak). 

19. The Shih/shih Hsi/yii/chi says that Pti/sh&li is the kingdom of W e b  
hsieh/li a $# (Vais'ili). 

20. The Wai/kuo/shih of Chih Stng/tsai says that from the kingdom of 
Wei/hsieh/li there are 50 ysjana to the city of Wanpsht  .x (Rijagrha). The 
city has a perimeter of three yojana. The house of Wei/chcieh @ (Vimalakirti) 

8 a is to the south of the palace inside the great enceinte, I at a distance of 7 li from the 
palace. The building is destroyed and one can see only the place where it stood. 

This passage has been translated by PELLIOT, Autour d'une 
tvaduction sanskvite dw Tao~to~king, in TP, XI11 ( I  9 I 2), p. 3 82 n. 

I) LBvI, op. cit., p. 36. 

2) See also LUCE, Countries neighbouring Burtna, in Journal o/ the Burma Research So. 
ciety, X I V  (1924), pp. 151/158. Suvarnakudya of the Kaqaliya Arthaiasfr.a seems to 
be rather located in Assam. See N. N. DAS GUPTA, Kar~suvarna and Si~varnakudyo, 
in lndiun Ci41tidre. V (193 8/9), pp. 3 39,341. 
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The yojana is not used as a measure of length in the accounts 
of the Chinese pilgrims, with the exception of Fa.hsien's, where 
it alternates with the li. This fact has been studied by WELLER; 
he concluded that short distances in li mean travel on the state 
trunk roads, where distances were officially marked. I) It is 
of course difficult to say whether this interesting result applies 
also to the present passage of the Wai~kuo~sbib; many more quo. 
tations than this single one would be required for reaching a 
reliable conclusion. 

The value-of the yojana is of 4 krosa or 40 li.') Starting from 
a li of 400 metres, we may attribute to the yojana of Fa.hsien and 
of the Wai/kuo.shib an average of 16 km. 

A perimeter of three yojana, i. e. 120 li seems much exagge. 
rated for a place like Vais'ili. According to Hsiiawtsang the 
city measured 60 or 70 li in circuit, and the citadel only 4 or 5 li.3) 

In this text we have the first mention of that famous building, 
the house of Vimalakirti, which was the scene of the " explana~ 
tion of Vimalakirti ".4) The house is not yet mentioned by Fa. 
hsien. A century later Hsiiandtsang was to give an account of 
it 5) and the Chinese envoy Wang Hsiian.tstt was to measure 
its  dimension^.^) The precise indication of the Wai~kuojsbib 
may perhaps help to find the site of the building. But there are 

I) WELLER, Yojana und li bei Fahien, in ZDMG, 1920, pp. 225.237. 
2) S. L ~ I ,  Pour I'histoire du Ramiyarra, in J. As., 191 8I, pp. I 5 3.160. In a pas/ 

sage of the Waickuo/shih quoted in the Yiian/chien/leLhan, ch. 316, f. 2 a, we have the 
clear statement " the yojana, that is in Chinese 40 fi ". 

3) WATTERS, vol. 11, p. 63. 
4) The Vinlalakirtinirdeiasutra is preserved in three Chinese, a Tibetan and a fiag. 

rnentary Soghdian version. See the bibliography in LAMOTTE, Le traiti de la grande 
~Prfu de sagesse, pp. 516.5 17 rr. 

5 )  WATTERS, vol. 11, pp. 6668. 
6) S. Lkvr, La tnission de Wang Hiuen,tsCe daru l'lnde, pp. 3 1 p 3  16. 
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conflicting statements on the subject. Another quotation from 
the ~ai,kuo,shib says that the house of Vimalakini was inside the 
town and that its foundations were still to be seen.') The Fo, 
tsunpteung,chi places it to the northyeast of Vaiiali.') 

21. The monk Fa/hsien says that to the north of the city there is a large grove 
and [a shrine in] two sections where the Buddha once dwelt. Originally the 
woman Yencpeo/lo @ (Amrapili) and her family had presented it to the 
Buddha and built a vihira in it. 

This para is a quotation from the beginning of Fayhsien's 
ch. 25 (LEGGE, P. 72). 

22. Three li to the northdwest of the city there is a stiipa called " bows and 
weapons discarded ", etc. [omitted]. 

Then follows the legend of the thousand princes, as related 
in Fayhsien's ch. 25 (LEGGE, pp. 73/74). 

9 0 23. The Shih~shih Hsi/yiLchi says that inside the bend of the Ganges next 
to the east there is the city of Stng/chia/shan/nai/chieh @ #J ,% #i$ (Sari. 
kiiyanigara). The Buddha descended to this kingdom by the three flights of 
precious steps. 

Contents parallel to the following. SankiSya is now Sany 
kisa in the Farrukhabad district. For the archaeological re. 
mains there see HIRANAND SHASTRI, Excavations at Sankisa, 
in Jouunal of the ZT. P. Historical Society, I11 (1927), pp. g9y118. 

24. The Fa/hsien/chuan says that the river Ganges flows southHeastward, to 
the south of the kingdom of SEng/chia/shih f f 2 ~  a (Saikiiya). It is the 
place where the Buddha descended from the Trayastrims'a heaven towards the 

I)  Yiian/chien/ki/han, ch. 3 16, f. 2 a. 
2) CHAVANNES, Les illscriptions cbi,,oi~es de Bodh,Gayn, in Rhrce n'hisfoire des religions. 

1896, p. 28. 
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cast by three flights of precious steps, after having preached the Law to his 
mother. The precious steps then disappeared in the ground. King A b k a  built 
a stijpa on the place of the precious steps. Then he erected a stone pillar; 
upon the pillar he placcd the image of a lion. When some heterodox teachers 
showed little faith, the lion roared; as an effect of the fright their hearts 
grew sincere. 

This is an abridgement of the account in Fa~hsien's ch. 17 

(LEGCE, pp* 47/50). 

25. The river Ganges again flows eastward to the city of Chi/pin,jao/i k9 
f& (Kanauj). The city touches on the south the river Ganges. Six or 

seven l i  to the noah/west of the city, on the northern bank of the river Ganges, 
is the place where the Buddha preached the Law to all his disciples. 

Except for the words " the river Ganges again flows eastward 
to ", the whole paragraph is an abridged quotation of the first 
half of Fadhsien's ch. 18 (LECCE, p. 54). Chi/pin/jaoHi is an 
error for Fa/hsienPs Chi/jao/i (ancient kiai/riiiau/(l)i, transcribing 
a Prakrit *Kanjauj); it is due to the attraction of the name 
ChLpin, much better known in China at that time. 

The Sbui/cbing~chu has also the addition ofthe word " south "; 
it is missing in Fa~hsien, who simply says that the city "lies 
along the Ganges". Thus according to the text of the ShuL 
cbinpcbu Kanauj is to the north of the Ganges; according to 
Hsiiamtsang it is to the west of the river.I) Both are wrong, 
as the town is, and has always been, to the south by west of the 
Ganges. Fa~hsien is also very clear on this subject, as he tells 
us that he crossed the Ganges to go from Kanauj to Siketa; 
and in the 10th century the pilgrim Chi0yeh gives us the correct 
bearings.') 

I) WAITERS, ~01. I, pp. 340,342. 
2) HUBER, L'itinlraire du pilerin K i  ye dans lJInde, in BEFEO, I1 (1902). p. 257. 
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26. The river Ganges again Rows southJeastward, to the north of the kingdom 
of ShaNchih $b $B (Saeta). If one goes out of the city of Siketa by the sou, 
thern gate, on the east of the road is where the Buddha, after having chewed his 
willow branch, stuck it in the ground; it grew seven ieet, without increasing 

9 b nor diminishing. And now it is still there. 

Quoted from the first part of Fa/hsien's ch. 19 (LECGE, 
pp* 54/55)- 

27. The river Ganges again flows south/eastward, to the north of the city 
of Chia/wei/lo,wei a jf@ @j (Kapilavastu). Former:): it was the capital of 
king ~uddhodana. Fifq B east of the city there was a royal park. The p u k  had 
ponds and streams. The queen entered a pond and bathed. When she came 
out on its northern bank, after walking twenty paces, she put out her hand 
towards the east and grasped a tree; there she gave birth to the prince. When 
the prince fell to the ground, he walked seven paces. Two Nigas squirted 
water to wash the prince. Then a well appeared there, and this is where all 
the monks draw their drinking water from. 

Except for the first two sentences, the whole paragraph is a 
quotation from Fadhsien's ch. 22 (LEGCE, p. 67). 

Chia/wei/lo/wei (ancient ka/wi~la"g'iWai) is more exactly the 
transcription of a Prakrit form * Kavilavii, from an earlier 
*Kapilavidi, corresponding to Sanskrit Kapilavati.') 

28. The prince, in company of NanJt'o (Nanda) and others, tossed 
away an elephant. Trying his hand at a contest, he shot an arrow which entered 
the ground; now a spring is there, which serves as drinkinpwell for travellers. 

This paragraph is a quotation from Fadhsien's ch. 22 

(LEGGE, pp. 65/66). 

I) See e. g. PELLIOT, Les troms yropres du Milindapaiba, in J. As., 1914". 
p. 401 n. BAILEY, Gandhari, in BSOS, XI (1946). p. 786, derives it from a Can. 
dhari Prakrit form *Kavilavas; but PELLIOT'S theory seems to account better for 
the phonetic facts. 
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29. The Shibdshih HsidyiLcbi says that three li to the north of the city, by the 
river Ganges, there is the spot where the fither king accepted the Buddha [as 
his son]. They have built a temple and placed in it an image of the fither 
clasping the Buddha to his bosom. 

This piece of information is quite new; neither Fa~hsien ncr 
Hsiian0tsang mention this temple and statue. It is one item 
more which should be kept in mind by the future excavator of 
Kapilavastu. 

Ganges is of course a mistake for Hiranyavati. 

30. The WaLkuo/sbih says that 

The following long quotation is a most interesting descrip. 
tion of Kapilavastu and of the journey of prince Siddhirtha to 
Rijaglha and BodhdGaya. Its great importance may be realiz. 
ed if one thinks that it is completely independent of Fa~hsien 
and Hsiian~tsang, hitherto our only sources on the topography 
of the birthplace of the Buddha. 

a) the kingdom of Chia.wei~lodyiieh a 8 @ (Kapilavastu) has not 
got a king now. The city and the ponds are desert and dirty, and there is only 
the empty space. There are some upisdka, about twenty households of the s i k y a  

roo family; they are. the posterity of king ~uddhodana. Once they formed four fa. 
rnilies who dwelt inside the old city and acted as uplrsaka; formerly they highly 
cultivated religious energy (virya) and still maintained the old spirit. In those 
days, when the stupas were dilapidated, they completely repaired them.') The 
king [of Kapilavastu], over and above this, took care of one stiipa, and the king 
of Ssii,ho.tciao $1, gq sent gifts as an aid to finish it. But now there are [only] 
twelve monks who dwell inside that [city]. 

Of this section there is a parallel text in the Yuan0cbienNlei~ 
I~an, ch. 3 16, t 2 a, which runs thus: tt It (the Wd~kuo~sbih) also 

I )  All the editions have a I#; but the correction @, which was kindly 
suggested to me by Professor Duyvendak, seems necessary. 
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says that the kingdom of ChiaHweiAoHyiieh is now subject to 
the kingdom of Po~li~yiieh There are also some up& 
saka of the Sikya clan, about 20 families. They are the posterity 
of king Suddhodana ". 

In the 4th century A. D. Kapilavastu was subject to Magadha, 
so it is practically certain that Po~li~yiieh (ancient pud~lieijrvt) 
corresponds to Magadha. Phonetically, if we disregard the 
usual geographical exponent y;ieb ('uati), it may be explained 
as a shortened transcription of Pitaliputra. W e  are reminded 
of the Palibothra or Palimbothra of the Greek sources and of 
FaHhsien's PaHlienHfu, the original of which was also characterised 
by the loss of the dental in the second syllable. The phonetic 
similarity with PoAi of 52 is apparently merely casual, as the 
characters are quite different. 

Concerning the Sikya upisakas in the ruins of Kapilavastu, 
who are mentioned in our text only, ST has a note quoting the 
Mitangisutra. There are four versions of this text in the Canon 
(Taisbl, XIV, nn. 551, 552; XXI, nn. 1300, 1301; Nanji;, 
nn. 643~646), but none of them seems to contain anything 
bearing on this tale. 

SsfiHho~teiao (ancient siHx$l'ieu) n is a regular transcription of 
Sihadiu, a Prakrit (not Pili) form of the Sanskrit Simhadvipa, 
i. e. Ceylon. The passage of the WaiJeuo~sbib quoted in the 
Yuan~chien~lei~han gives a short description of SsfiHho~t'iao; it is 
mostly limited to the Buddhistic relics there, foremost among 
them the four footmarks of the Buddha, which are also mention. 
ed by Fa~hsien in his description of Ceylon. SsfiHho~ttiao is 
therefore to be kept strictly apart from Ssfi~t'iao jt &fi a of the 
I~ruu~chib B * x #JJ ig I )  and of the ThiHpp'inpyii,lan and Lo~yanp 

I)  Quotations in LAUFER, Asbestos and Salawrander, in TP, XVI (191 j), pp. 3 5 I, 373. 
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rbia,lan~chi j& fjjll @ %.I) It has been convincingly shown 
by FERRAND that SsiZRttiao is simply a wrong spelling for Ye/ 
ttiao, Java, as shown by its connection with the Mountains of 
Fire (volcanoes) and with the typically Javanese fruit mijb.2) 

We know of Singhalese foundations in Bodh~Gaya, but this 
mention of a Singhalese pious gift in Kapilavastu stands isolated. 

b) The marvelous tree, which the excellent queen grasped when the Buddha 
came to life, is called hsiLKo 5fi $iJ (aioka). King Aioka made, out of lapislazuli, 
a statue of the queen in the act of grasping [the tree] and giving birth to the 
prince. When the old tree had no more offshoots, all the iramarur took the old 
trunk and planted it; and over and over again it continued itself till the present 
time. The branches of the tree are as of old, and they still shelter the stone statue. 

The tree grew in the Lumbini garden, now Rummindei in 
the Nepalese Terai. It is known that Aioka erected a pillar 
there, which is still standing, although broken. Aioka's orb 
ginal statue (of which this is the only mention) is no longer 
extant, but the local temple still preserves an ancient sculpture 
representing the nativity of the Buddha,)) which may be a copy 
of that of ASoka. 

C )  Also the outlines of the marks of where the prince waked seven steps, are 
'still preserved today. King ASoka enclosed the marks with lapislazuli on both 
sides, and again had them covered over with one long slab of lapislazuli. 
The people of the country continuously make offerings to them with sweet, 

10 b smelling flowers. One still sees clearly the outlines of seven foot4prints; ( although 

I) Quotations in PELLIOT, Deux itinhaires etc., in BEFEO, IV  (1904), p. 357 r i  
and CHAVANNES, in J. As., I ~ o ~ I I ,  p. 531. 

2) FERRAND, Ye,tiao, Sseu,tiao ct Java, in J. As., 1g16", pp. 521,532. 1 could 
not consult the study of TOYOHACHI FUJITA on Ye/ttiao, Ssii/ttiao and Ssii~ho. 
t'iao, in Memoirs of the Faculty of Literature and Politics, Tnihoku Imperial University, I, 
1 (1929). 

3) P. C. MUKHERJI, Antiquities in the Tarai (AS1 Report vol. XXVI, Part I), 
Calcutta, 1901. 
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there is now a slab covering them, it makes no difference. A n d  again, people 
may cover them thickly with several layers of heavy cotton (karpisa) and fasten 
these on the chiseled stone; and yet, [the marks] shine through them and are even 
brighter than before. 

According to the Afokivadina, king Aioka came to the place 
and prostrated himself before the seven footmarks.') But his 
encasing of them is mentioned nowhere else but here. 

d) When the prince was born, the kings of the Nigas came to the prince 
and, the one to the left and the other to the right, squirted water and bathed 
the prince. The one N i ~ a  was seen to squirt cold water and the other warm 
water; [this water] produced two pools. Even nowadays the one is cold and 
the other is warm. 

Cfi. Fayhsien, ch. 22 (LECGE, p. 67) and Hsiiandtsang 
(WATTERS, V O ~ .  11, p. 14). 

e) The prince had not yet come out of the house. Then on the tenth 
day he came out, went to the royal field and sat under a jarnhw tree. The god 
of the tree honoured the prince with seven kinds ofjewels, but the prince did 
not accept them. Then he meditated on his desire of leaving his home. The 
royal field is at one krora (&) from the palace; a krosa means in Chinese 
( g )  ten li. 

Cfr. the Afokivadina (PRZYLUSKI, pp. 25 3 ~254) ; the Lalitad 
uistara, ed. Lefmann (Halle, 1902~08), vol. I, pp. 128~129; Fad 
hsien, ch. 22 (LEGGE, p. 67) ; Hsiian~tsang (WATTERS, vol. 11, 

pp. 749. According to Hsiianytsang, the royal field was 40 li 
to the northyeast of Kapilavastu. 

f )  The prince went out of his house on the fifteenth day of the third month. 
The four kings of the Devas came to meet him, and each of them grasped one 
foot of the horse. At the same time all the spirits and Devas from all sides 

I) PRZYLUSKI, La legende de l'er~pereur Afoka, Paris, 1923, pp. 251/252. 
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filled the sky and showered heavenly scented flowers. Then he arrived to 
the ~o /nan /mo/ch ' i an~  $J -&ij @ $& river and became a i r a m a y  on the 

I I a banks of this river. The river Ho.nan/mmhtiang is ten yojana to the north 
of Kapilavastu. This river is at thirty yojana from Lo/yueh~chih a taj & 
(~ i j agrha) ,  i. e. the kingdom of Pting/sha #& $b (Bimbisira). Then thc 
~odhis i t tva  passed quickly through [Rijagrha], and king Bimbisira came out 
to see the Bodhisattva. The Bodhisattva s&ed one day inside the Sui/lou/na 
fj& #@ #rS (Veluvana) grove of Bimbisira. At sunset he then went to pass the 
night on the Panda/po/chtou !# @ (Pindara/Parvata). Panda 
means white in Chinese (s); Po.chtou means mountain in Chinese. The 
White Mountain is to the north, at a distance of ten li from the kingdom of 
Bimbisira. At sunrise he started at once; at evening he took his night rest on 
the hill Ttan#lan which is at six yojrrna from the White Mountain. Then 
he arrived straight to the peilto p, 5: tree. The peido tree is to the north of 
Y i i e h ~ h i h  #&,I) at a distance of twenty li from the Ttan/lan hill. 

The journey from Kapilavastu to Rijagrha shows a few parti. 
cularities in respect of the canonical accounts. 

The Ho~nan~mo~ch' iang river is the Anoini  of the Pali 
text, the river where the Buddha took up the condition of a 
religious mendiant. Ho *H is of course an error for AN PpT. The 
old pronounciation was %ncim.mut~g.g'iang, which seems rather to 
transcribe a Prakrit *Anamma~gan(ga). According to the Ma4 
bbastu, ed. Senart, Paris, 188241897, V O ~ .  11, p. 164, and to other 
texts, Anomiya is a city 12 yojana to the south of Kapilavastu. 

c t  In any case the north " of our text cannot be correct, because 
the Buddha went south~east on his route to Magadha. 

According to the traditional account, the Buddha, afier 
having passed through the city of Rijagrha, went straight to 
the P i ~ d a v a  hill, where he was visited by king Bimbisira and 
entreated in vain to accept one half of his kingdom. The Velu. 
vana grove, instead, was presented by king Bimbisira to the 
Buddha, when the latter came to Rijagrha afier having obtained 

I) SS: Chrueh/chih I . 
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the bodhi. The WaLkuo/shib seems to have confused two events. 
Sui,lou,na (ancient zwigH~u~nri) is an interesting transcription, 
probably derived through a Central Asian dialectal medium.1) 

Geographically speaking, Pan~ta~po~ch 'ou  corresponds to 
the PindavaHparvata of Buddhist tradition. But in our case 
the ancient pronounciation puL~dht~purit~d~'iau ".-, ') and its meaning 
(White Hill) show that the Chinese translator had before him 
an original Pindara~parvata; this is a form used in the Mabibhi4 
rata, but very rare in Buddhist texts. Our  text is important for 
settling the location of this famous hill. B. C. LAW has discus. 
sed the question basing himself on the Pali sources and on 
Fa~hsien and Hsiian~tsang ; he identifies the Pindavaparvata 
with modern Vipulagiri, north H north~east of Rijagrha.3) The 
WaiHkcro~sshib perfectly supports this result, which may be accepted 
as established. 

TcanHlan (ancient dcim~lr i f l )  transcribes a Prakrit form Dham. 
miraiiiia. A Dharmaranya is known from Brahmanical lore; 
it is mentioned in the ViyuHPur@a and in the Mahabbirata, not 

cc - as a hill, but as a tract of land; it is, at least in part, no other 
sacred site than the precincts of the BodhyGaya temple represent. 
ing the jungle of Uruveli of Buddhist literat~re".~' In the 
Buddhist tradition Dharmiranya is an hermitage where the 
Buddha betook himself after the Sermon of the Wild/deer Park; 
he was coming from the place of Uruvilva~KaSyapa and was 

I )  PELLIOT, Papiyatz ;> ~ o / s i u ~ ,  in TP, xXX ( 1 ~ 3  3), pp. 95/99. Our 
Sui/lou/na must be added to the several examples there quoted of srri transcribing 
a Prakrit vi or ve. 

2 )  The last character is apparently corrupted, but I am unable to restore the 
correct one. 

3) B. C .  LAW, Rijug$a it, ancie,lt literature (MASI, n .  58), Dclhi, 1938, pp. 3.6, 
28/30. 

4) B. M. BARUA, Gayi ar~d Buddha/Gnya, "01. I (Calcutta, 1934)~ pp. 16/17, 72. 
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going to the Ajapilanyagrodha.') But the name is not usually - - 

connected with the Buddha's journey to the tree of the sixjyears 
meditation, and nowhere in the texts is Dharmiranya represent. 
ed as a hill. O n  the other side, there really was a hill, which 
according to tradition was the first place reached by the Buddha 
on his arrival to Bodh~Gaya: it was the GayiSira or GayiCrsa, 
which is "the rugged hill to the south of Gaya town, which 
rises some 400 feet above this town and is now known as the 
Brahmayoni hill ".'I Position and distance from Rijagrha seem 
to fit quite well our Ttan.lan. We  may conclude that the Wai~ 
kuo~shib has by mistake applied the name of the Dharmiranya 
hermitage to the Gayiiirsa hill. 

Pei.to (ancient puaidtcl) is the palmyra tree (BorassusJabellifra), 
the leaves of which (Sanskrit pattra) were employed as writing 
material; the name pattra was erroneously applied by the Chinese 
to the tree.3) In Chinese tradition the palmyra tree usually takes 
the place of the atvattha (Ficus religiosa) of the Indian tradition 
as the tree under which the Buddha obtained the bodbi; this is 
the case, e. g., in Fa0hsien's ch. 3 I (LEGGE, p. 88). But here it 
apparently stands for that afvattha (~ippala) tree under which the 
Buddha practised penance for six years; cfr. 5 43. 

Yiieh~chih seems an abbreviation of Lo.yiieh.chih, employed 
some lines above (as well as in FaRhsien) for transliterating Rija. 

but thls cannot possibly be correct, because the Bodhi 

I)  ma hi vast^, vol. 111, pp. 4 3 4 ,  436. 
2) B.  M .  BARUA, G a y a  arrd Buddha G a y a ,  vol. I ,  p.  11.  

3) This at least is the usual explanation; it takes peLto as an abbreviation o f p e i l  
to/lo of later texts, which means undoubtedly pattra; see e. g .  CILES, Cbinese/Englisl~ 
Dictionary, p. 1078. But I entertain a strong suspicion that in the case of early texts 
such as Fa0hsien and the WaLkuo/shih the word pebto may be independent of pel/ 
toll0 and may simply transcribe the Sanskrit vatu, another name of the nyagrod!)~ or 
Ficus iridica. 
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tree is at Bodh Gaya, south of Gaya town. " Nonh " must 
be corrected into south ", and Yiieh~chih stands for Bodh, 
Gaya; the text of the whole passage is much corrupted. 

It may be noted that Chih Sing~tsai employs the character 
chin 3 for Chinese; this means that he lived in the times of the 
Chin dynasty (26~~420) .  

g) The prince went out of his home at twentynine and obtained the bodhi 
at the age of thirtyfive. This statement is different from the siitras, and the records 
therefore do not agree. 

This sentence is difficult to understand, as according to the 
universally accepted tradition the Buddha left his home at twenty/ 
nine and obtained the bodhi at 35, just as stated by our text. 
C h u  Mou~wei % ;$$ .i$, a commentator of the Ming dynasty, 
who wrote in 161 5, states that our text aims against the PCw 
yaodcbing .@ (I@ *g, i. e. the Lalitavistarn, which (according to 
him) lets the Buddha depart froin home at nineteen and obtain 
the bodbi at thirty.') But neither the Sanskrit text nor the 
Chinese translation 2, of the Lalitavistara make any mention of 
the age of the Buddha on these two occasions. 

31. C h u  Facwei says that the kingdom of ChiaNweicwei 'Jn #$j (Kapij 
lavastu) is the kingdom of India where the Buddha was born. It is the centre 

11 lr of 3000 suns and moons and of 12000 I heavens and earths. 

32. The Frr/nnnechuan of  a an^ T'ai says that formerly, in the times of Fan 
Chan $& @ there was a man from the kingdom of TCan/yang O$i +g called 
Chiaehsiang~li @. H e  went from his country to India, and stage by 
stage trading all the way he arrived in Fucnan. H e  told [Fan] Chan  of the 
Indian customs, the expansion of the [Buddhist] religion, the accumulation 

I) SS, f. I 3  a. 
2) Taish& vol. 111, n. 186. 
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of wealth, the great firtility of the country, [so great that everybody could] 
follow his own desires; the great kingdoms on every side had honoured it for 
a long time. [Fan] Chan asked what was its distance and how far one must 

r r  travel to reach it. [Chiwhsiangl~Li said: India may be at more than 3o.ooo 
li from here; to go and return, three years and more are required, and one 
may take even four years to return thence. It is considered the centre of heaven 
and earth ". 

This paragraph was translated and commented upon by 
PELLIOT, Le Fou~nan, pp. 2770278, to whom I beg to refer. 

Fan Chan was a king of Fu~nan,  who reigned ca. 225~205 

33- The river Ganges again flows eastward to the Lan~mo -g (Rima) 
stiipa. To  the side of the stiipa there is a pond. Inside the pond a Niga is 
keeping the watch. King Aioka wished to destroy the stiipa and to build 
84.000 new stupas. But he became aware of what the king of the Nigas used 
to offer, and recognized that such things could not be had anywhere; therefore he 

12 a desisted. This place became empty and deserted, without inhabitants; but herds 
of elephants came to fetch water with their trunks and to squirt it on the earth. 
When green Ster.a,lia grew together in quantity, the elephants ploughed and the 
crows weeded the soil. 

Except for the last sentence, which is an embellishment of 
Li  Tao~yiian, this paragraph is an abridged quotation from 
Fa~hsien's ch. 2 3  (LEGGE, pp. 68/69). Fa~hsien's and Hsiian. 
tsang's I )  Rimagrama was at 200 li (km. 80) to the east of 
Kapilavastu. It is however to be noted that this Rima is 
the product of a late legend, and the original Rimagrima of the 
oldest texts (Mahiparinirv~asutra etc.) was somewhere on the 

- 

banks of the Ganges between Magadha and the country of 
the V f ~ i . ~ )  

I) WA'ITERS, vol. 11, p. 20. 

2 )  PRzYLuSKI, L e  partage drz reliques ddu Brrddh, in Milunges Chitrois et Bouddbques, 
Iv (1935.6). pp. 356'365. 
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34. The river Ganges again flows eastward to the confluence of five rivers. 
~ u t  the five rivers which meet here are not detailed. When Ananda was going 
etc. [otlritted]. 

There follows the account of the parinirv4a of Ananda, copied 
with some slight abridgement from Fa~hsien's ch. 27 (LEGGE, 
pp. 75/77). The scene of the miraculous decease of the favorite 
disciple of the Buddha is on the Ganges, on the route between 
New Rijaglha and VaiSili; the legend is related at length in the 
A f okivadina. I )  

The five rivers are clearly real ones, and thus they cannot be 
put in relation with the five rivers of Buddhist cosmology. I 
am inclined to think that the " confluence of five rivers" does 
not indicate a single point (even if the text of the Fa/bsien/cbuan 
gives the definite distance of four yojana from Vaijili), but that 
short stretch between Arrah and Patna where the Gogra, the 
Gandak, the Son and some smaller streams flow into the Ganges. 

35. One yojana to the southern side of the river/crossing one arrives at 
the city of Pa,lien,fu & 3f; (Pitaliputra) in the kingdom of Mo#chieh/tti 

rzb @ a (Magadha). The city is the capital which was ruled by king Aboka, 

etc. [omitted].  

There follows the description of Pi!aliputra, which is an 
abridgement of Fa/hsien's ch. 27 (LEGGE, pp. 77/80). I may 
point out that PaAien~fu (ancient pa/liiin#pj~at) transcribes the same 
Prakrit form *Pilimput(ra) which appears in Megasthenes 
as Palimbothra. 

I) PRZYI-USKI, L a  legende de lJertrpererrr A f o k a ,  yp. 337,340. For a sculptural 
representation of this legend see J. Ph. VOCEL, L e  paritrirvina d'dnandn dJapr2s r r l r  

bas~re l i~grhco~boudd~~ ique ,  in BEFEO, V (I~os), pp. 417,418. 
2) This is more exact that the *Piliputr(a) suggested by BAILEY, Gnrrdhnri, p. 784. 
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13a 36. The river Ganges again flows to the s o u t h a t ,  past a small isolated 
rocky hill. O n  the top of the hill there is a hut of stone. This hut of stone 
faces south, and in olden times the Buddha stayed in it. $&n, king of the 
gods, questioned the Buddha on foq/two subjects, and the Buddha one by one 
traced the replies on the rock. The marks of his tracing are still extant. 

This paragraph corresponds, with some abbreviations, to 

the first paragraph of Fa~hsien's ch. 28 (LEGCE, pp. 80081). 
The small hill is that near the modern city of Bihar.') 
LEGCE (but not GILES) was in doubt whether the tracing 

was done by Sakra or by the Buddha; our text allows us to 
decide the question in favour of the Buddha. 

This legend refers to the famous Sutra of tbe F o r t y Z w o  
Sections, which is traditionally considered as the earliest Buddhist 
text translated, or rather adapted, into Chinese by Kaiyapa Mi/  
tanga in 67 A. D.') The tradition here related by Fa~hsien 
is not drawn from the text itself of the siitra, which merely 
states that the Buddha, questioned (apparently at Benares) 
by some bhiksus on matters of doctrine and discipline, gave 
his reply in 42 points. 

37. The river Ganges again flows westward to the New City of Rija. 
grha; it is the .one built by king Adhbshih PJ & (Ajatajatru) ; ac.  
[isittea]. 

There follows an abridgement of the second half of Fa. 
hsien's ch. 28 (LECGE, pp. 81/82), describing Old Rijagrha. In 

I) B. C. LAW, Rajajrba in ancient keratrwe, p. 19. 
2) See T'ANG WNCIT(UNG, The editions O/ tbe Sstrshib#irbd(~~'g.cI>in~, in HJAS. 

1 (1936). pp. 14711~s. Translated in BEAL, A catena of Buddhist scriptures from the 
Chinese, London, 1871, pp. 188,203. The date of 67 A .  D. is legendary, but the 
siitra cannot be later than the middle of the 2nd century; MAS PER^ in BEFEO, X 
(1910). p. 97, and L ~ I ,  in J. As., 1911'. p. 448. 
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connection with the last $9 it must be remembered that the 
Ganges here is no real river and has nothing to do with the 
places described; it is simply a tread in the narrative. 

I 3 b 38. [Ontitted]. On this hill the peak is beautifully green and is yictu, 
resque and imposing; it is the highest of all the five hills. 

This paragraph is the legend of the C;dhrakii!a hill, which 
forms the first part (as far as " hence comes the name of the hill 
of the Vulture Cavern") of Fa/hsienYs ch. 29 (LECCE, pp. 82/83). 

39. The SI:ih/sh;!) Hsi/yiiHthi says that the Grdhrakiita peak is to the northeast 
of the city of Rijagrha of A#nou/ta. Looking westward towards this hill, there 
are two summits which rise at a distance of about 203 li from each other. O n  
the path between the two, vultures always dwell on this range. The inhabitants 

14a give to it the name of ChCi,shi ljlq peak. In the H u  jin (Indian) language 
Chci/shi meails vulture. 

This paragraph and the following are welcome additions to 
our knowledge of the famous hill Grdhrakiica. 

The " Rijagrha of A/nou/ta " is of course Old Rijagrha. 
But the name of the Anavatapta is absolutely unexpected here. 
Still, there are faint traces extant of a connection of A/nou/ta 
with Rijagrha in the Chinese Buddhist tradition. The lost 
Hsi/yii/chih of T a o ~ a n  (4th century A. D.), perhaps the oldest 
account of the West by a Chinese monk, said: " In the king/ 
dom of Mo/ho/lai @ :ii~ @ A b there is the mountain A ~ n o u ~ t a ;  
the city of Wangdsht (Rijagrha) is on the southyeastern side 
of the mountain ".I) Mo~hoAai, ancient rnu$x&lii, seems to be 
Magadha, although the transcription is very anomalous. Two 
and a half centuries later, Hsuan~tsang mentions on the north 

I) Yiiatr/chirrr/lei/han, ch. 3 16, f. 2 a. 
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side of the south~west declivity of the Vipulagiri " 500 hot 
springs, of which there remained at his time several scores, some 
- 

cold and some tepid; the source of these springs was the A n a v a ~  
tapta Lake to the south ofthe Snowy Mountains, and the streams 

- 

ran underground to this place".') Our  text is much more 
definite than T a o ~ a n  and Hsiian~tsang, as it seems to employ 
the name Anavatapta to distinguish the Rijagrha of Magadha 
fiom other cities of the same name. The exact value of this 
Anavatapta remains, however, uncertain. 

The position of the G!dhrakuca is not yet settled. Rajagha 
is surrounded by a girth of hills, which now bear Jaina names; 
but the Pali texts mention a traditional list of five hills. CUNH 
NINCHAM identified Grd hraktita with modern Sailagiri ; 
MARSHALL identified it with dhhathagiri, east of Rijagrha,3) 
and his view has been followed in the Archaeological Survey's 
guide of Rajgir; 4) B. C. LAW after a long discussion concludes 
in favour of Udayagiri, southHeast of Old Rijaglha.5) 

The Pali texts may favour B. C. LAW'S contention, but nct 
so the Chinese sources. The Shib~sbih Hsi~yii~chi (qthqth c e n ~  
tury) places the GIdhrakiifa to the northReast of the town. Fa. 
hsien <*th century) merely states that he entered the valley of 
Ri jag~ha fiom the northern gap and bore round the mountains 
to the south/west on a rising gradient of fifteen li till he arrived 
on the Grdhrakti!a. Hsiian~tsang (7th century) says that 

1) WAITERS, ~ 0 1 .  11, pp. 153.154. 
2) Ancient Geography of It~dia, pp. 5 34'5 3 5 .  
3) Rijagrha and its remains, in ASIAR, 1905d6, pp. 9043. 
4) M. H. KURAISHI & A. GHOSH, Guide to Rrijgir, Delhi, 1939. The map at the 

end of that booklet is most convenient for following the present discussion. 
5 )  Riijagrha irr ancient literature, pp. 6, 8.9, 30.32. 
6) LEGGE, pp. 824  3. Also the Chinese text (p. 862 c) has' southdast. GILES'S 

southwest (p. 50) is a mistake. 
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he went northdeast 14 or 15  li to the G!dhrako!a, which is 
continuous with the south side of the north mountain.') Chid 
yeh, who lefi for India in 966, a) says: cc To the northdeast (of 
Rijagrha) he ascended a great mountain. Following a winding 
path he arrived to the stopa of Siriputra. Near a stream is 
found the stopa called " Descent from horse and march against 
the wind ". Thence he traversed a gullet and arrived at the 
summit of a great hill where are a great stiipa and a temple. 
It is said that here the seven Buddhas (of past ages) preached 
the Law. To'the north of this hill there is a plain where the 
stopa of the birth of Siriputra is found. One half of the nor/ 
thern mountain is called the Peak of Vultures. The city of 
Rijagrha is at the foot of the hill ".,I Fadhsien is too vague to 
be of any use, but the other three are in complete agreement. 
Hsiian~tsangys Northern Mountain is not the whole spur Vipud 
lagirkRatnagiri~Chhathagiri, but only its northernmost part, Vid 
yulagiri; only in this way it is possible to conciliate his statements 
that the Vulture Hill is to the northdeast of the town and that 
it is contiguous with the south side of the Northern Mountain. 
From the unanimous agreement of the Chinese pilgrims, I con. 
clude that Grdhrakiita must be sought for somewhere on Rat. 
nagiri. O n  the maps the hill looks as terminating with two 
larger peaks and a smaller one; two of these must correspond to 
the two summits of the SbibHshih Hsi~yii.chib. Of course the 
question can only be determined on the spot and I must leave 
the archeologists to settle it finally. 

I) WATTERS, vol. 11, p. 151. 
2) O n  this date see CHAVANNES,NO~~S sinologiques, 1,in BEFEO, I V  (~goq),  pp.75077. 
3) HUBER, L'itineraire du pilerin Ki,ye duns l'lnde, in BEFEO, I1  got), p. 2 5 8 .  

The very short account of Chijyeh is as precise and accurate in its topography as that 
of Hsiianjtsang. It is a pity that it is usually overlooked in discussing moot points of 
ancient Indian geography. 
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" Looking westward towards this hill " means loolung at 
Grdhraktifa from the plains on its eastern side. 

Chtkshi, ancient g'j~ija, transcribes gija, the Pali and Prakrit 
form for the Sanskrit gldbra, vulture. 

40. Also Chu Fawei says that the kingdom of Lo/yueh/chih (Rijag-yha) 
has a mountain of divine vultures, which in the Indian language is called the 
ChCi/shi peak. The mountain is of green rock, and the summit resembles a 
vulture. King Aioka sent people to chisel out the rock, to insert artificially two 
feet at the two sides and to carve out and adjust its body. It can still be seen 
now; if one looks at it from a distance, it resembles the shape of a vulture. 
Therefore they call it hill of the divine vulture. 

Chu Fa/wei's account implies that when the hill was already 
famous on account of its traditional connection with the Buddha, 
ASoka caused it to be adjusted by stonecutters in order to give it 
an aspect corresponding in some degree to its name. The two 
feet were probably hewn out of boulders and fastened to the 
rock by iron or stone spikes. No such artificially corrected 
hill~top has yet been noticed, nor it is likely that it shall ever be, 
as it must have been deeply corroded by the exposure to wind 
and rain during twenty~two centuries. Still, an investigation of 
the hilktops to the east of Rijagrha may bring yet some surprise. 

41. Several accounts are in disagreement and the distances are different too. 
But here we adhere to Fa-hsien, who personally went to pass the night on this 
hill, recited the Sbou,l~ng,ym 3- & f& ((Suriigarna) and made offkings of scented 
flowers, as to an authority for what he has seen and heard. 

From the first sentence one may infer that already in the 5th 
century A. D. the location of the G!dhrak~fa was no longer 
wholly certain. 

The quotation is summarized from the last sentences of 
Fa~hsien's ch. 29 (LEGCE, pp. 83/84). It is not quite sure 
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whether this Suringama is the same as the Suringamasamcidhi 
included in the Chinese Buddhist Canon,') as the former was 
revealed on the Grdhrakafa and the latter at VaiBli. 

42. It flows again westward, to the south of the river of Chia.yeh lfb 2) 

(Caya). [Going] thirty li, one arrives to the wooded place where the Buddha 
practised penance for six years; etc. [onritted]. 

There follows the description of the holy places of Bodh~Gaya, 
copied with some slight abbreviations from Fa.hsien's ch. 3 1  

(LECGE, pp. 87/89) (till " at all these places topes were reared "). 

15  a 43. The Wai,kuo~sbih speaks of the P'i,pco,li $k 3 a (pippala) tree. The 
Buddha stayed under that single tree for six years. The woman of a village 
headman (E  ;$. &) offered to the Buddha plentiful milk~gruel in a golden 
bowl. The Buddha accepted the mik%ruel. He stood on the Ni/lien/chean 

fLe (Nairaiijani) river, took a bath, then on the river~bank he ate the 
milk gruel; then he threw the bowl into the water. It floated against the current 

15  b for IOO paces, then the bowl sank in the river. The king of the Nigas, Chia. 
li/chiao .B 2 qa (Kdika) took it into his palace and made offerings to it. 
Previously there were three Buddha bowls to see. 

The Buddha sat near the river under the Mahibodhi tree. The Mahc  
bodhi tree is at a distance of two li from the peLto tree. Under this tree for 
seven days he meditated on the Bodhi, and the hosts of Mara tempted the Buddha. 

This paragraph is clearly the continuation of 30. The 
yippala tree (Ficus religiosa) is the same as the pei/to tree of 

s 3O (f)= 
For the legend of Sujiti, the daughter of the village headman 

(glbapati), and of the Niga king Kilika, see e. g. Mabavastu, 
vol. I, pp. 263/265. 

I) Taisl~d; 11. 642. A n  abridged translation has been given by BEAL, A catem 
of Buddhist scriptures from the Chinese, pp. 284,369. 

2) ST, S W  and SY have Chiana  3 f l 5 .  I have followed SS. 
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With the distances given by our text and with Hsiiandtsang's 
description of the holy places at and near BodhdGaya, it should 
not be difficult to identify the emplacement of the tree under 
which the Buddha practised the sixdyears penance.') 

44. The Shih/shib HsLyiLchi says that the Nilien & (Nairafijani) 
river flows to the south into the river Ganges. T o  the west of the river there 
is the tree of the Buddha. The Buddha in this place practised penance, and 
one day he ate the milkguel. To  the west [of the tree] of the six years, there is a 
distance of five li from the city. T o  the east of the tree upon the stream is the 
place where the Buddha went to bathe. He ascended the bank to the east, and 
sat under the Ni#chiilii # @ (nyagro&a) tree. The woman Hsiudhf fi 

(Sujiti) offered him the gruel there. Then crossing the stream westwards, to 
the south of the tree of the six years, he sat under the pcLto tree. He defeated 
Mira and reached Buddhahood. 

Also the distances and directions of the Sbibdsbib Hsi~yu~cbi 
are new. It is interesting to note that it agrees with the Lalitad 
vistara in placing the bathing spot of the Buddha to the east of 
the theatre of his penances in Uruvela, while Fadhsien places it 
to the west. 

45. Fo/t'u/t'iao says that the Buddha tree was rotten at the core; put when 
[the Buddha] arrived there, it pushed out branches and leaves. 

46. Chu Fa/wei says that the tree of the six years is at five lifrom the Buddha 
tree. We have written this difkently. 

In contrast with the two li of the Wai~kuo~sbib (see § 43). 

I6 a 47. After this, Fachsien went to the southdast back to Pipliputra, followed 
the river Ganges descending towards the west, till he reached a vibira called 

I) The discussion by B. M. BARUA, Gaya and BtrddhacGaya, vol. I, pp. 99.1 I 8 
is not very illuminating. 
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" Wilderness" (w w), where the Buddha had resided. Again following the 
river Ganges and descending towards the west, he reached the city of Poclocnai 
& @ (Benares) in the kingdom of Chia,shih P (Kiii). 

This is a quotation from the first sentences of Fa~hsien's 
ch. 34 (LEGCE, pp. 93/94) 

48. Chu Falwei says that the kingdom of Benares is 1200 li to the south of 
the kingdom of Chiacwei/locwei (Kapilavastu ). Between them there is the river 
Ganges, which flows to the southeeast. The place where the Buddha turned 
the Wheel of the Law is twenty li to the north of the kingdom. There is the tree 
called Ch'uncfou j$ *@; it is the place of Weiemo # @. 

The Ganges does not flow between Benares and Kapila~ 
vastu, and there is probably a confusion with the Gogra. 

The distance and direction of the Wild/Deer Park, where 
the Buddha first preached his law, is more exact than in Fa. 
hsien (see 49). Sarnath is about 6% kilometers due north of 
Benares. 

In Chtun.fou, the first character & is apparently a mistake 
for yen -I@. Yen~fou (ancient jvm.biau) is the normal transcrip. 
tion of jambu (Eugenia Jambolana); but I do not think that the 
world~tree (jarnbuvrk~a) has anything to do here. 

W e i ~ m o  (ancient wi.mui) transcribes *Vima. It is difficult 
to tell who is the personage meant here, but we may suppose 
that Chu  Fa~wei refers to that man Vimala who, along with 
other three friend of Yaias, was converted by the Buddha at Be. 
nares.') It is noteworthy that in the legend of YaSas a nyagrodba 
tree plays a great part.') 

I) See the Abkiniskrur~ranosutra as translated by BEAL, The roa~antic leger~d Of Sakya 
B~ddha, London, 1875, pp. 266,267. Also MALALASEKERA, Dictionary of Pnli Proper 
Narrzes, V O ~ .  11, pp. 686,687. 

2) BEAL, op. cit., pp. 258/266. 
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49. FaHhsien says that ten li to the northdeast of the city there is the wildddecr 
park. Formerly a Pratyckabuddha resided there, and there were always some 
wild deers who stopped with him for the night; hence the name. 

A quotation from Fa~hsien's ch. 34 (LEGGE, p. 94). 

50. After this, Fa~hsien again stayed in Plaliputra. Following again 
the river Ganges eastward, on its southern bank there is the great kingdom of 
Chandp'o @- (Campi). 

These are the first words of FaHhsien's ch. 37 (LEGCE, p. 100). 
Campi was the capital of the kingdom of Anga, corresponding 
to the modern districts of Bhagalpur and Monghyr.') Campi 
has been rightly identified by CUNNINGHAM with the modern 
hamlet of Champanagar, four miles to the west of Bhagalpur.') 

51. The ShihHshih Hsi/yiLchi says that on the bend of the Ganges next 
to the east there is the kingdom of Campi. To  the south of the town 
there is the pond Pu,cheia/lan 1% m. The river Ganges is to the north. 
In this place the Buddha expounded the prohibitions. 

The pond near which the Buddha expounded the ten iila. 
or moral prohibitions for the monks, is called in the Pali texts 
Gaggari or Gaggar~pokkharani (Skr. pu$arini, lotus pond), 
Pu.chCia.lan, ancient pukJecia.liin, is the transcription of a Prakrit 
prkkharani, nearly identical with the Pali form. 

The GaggariNpokkharaVi " may be identified with the large 
silted~up lake now called Sarovar, situated on the skirts of Cham. 
panagar, from the depth of which Buddhist and Jaina statues 
were recovered, when partially re~excavated from time to time ".'I 

I)  O n  the role played by Campi  in the life of the Buddha see B. C .  LAW, Anga 
ond C a n ~ a  in the Pali literature, in JASB, 1925, PP. 137~142. 

2) Ancient Geography df India, pp. ~46d547. 
3) N. L. DEY, Notes 011 ancient Anga or the district ofBhgalpur, in JASB, 1914, p. 3 3 5 .  
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16 b 52. The river Ganges again flows through the kingdom of Polli ~ ; 
it is the kingdom of the maternal grandfather of the Buddha. 

W e  have here a case of confusion due to similarity of sounds. 
Mahimiyi, the mother of the Buddha, was the daughter of a 
lord of the Koliya, whose dwellings were at a short distance to 

the east of Kapilavastu, somewhere in what is now Nepalese 
Terai. But the PoJ i  of the texts is on the lower Ganges, 
below Campi. The ancient pronounciation was puhliei, and 
this reminds us of the Buli of the Pali texts, whose capital was 
Allakappa; they dwelt in the modern Muzzaffarpur and Sha. 
habad districts, on both banks of the Ganges. If we accept the 
identification, then we must assume that this paragraph has been 
misplaced by L i  Tao~yiian, and should be placed before s SO. 

53. Falhsien says that the river Ganges continues to the east and reaches the 
kingdom of ~b/rnocli/ch'ien J@ $T,') [the capital of] which is a sea port. 

This is a quotation from Fa~hsien's ch. 37 (LECGE, p. 100). 

To~mo~l i~chcien  is Timralipti, the great sea port at the mouth 
of the Hughli, where Fa~hsien took ship for Ceylon. Ch'ien 
is of course an error for ti, which is the correct reading in SS 
and FaNhsien. But the error goes certainly back to L i  Tao. 
yuan himself, or even to his source, otherwise there would be no 
point in the remark which represents s 54. 

54. The Shihlshih HsilyiLchi says that Talchein A '$ is called by another 
name Li/cheien ?,$ $+. 

This quotation is of course wholly out of place here. Li 
Tao~yiian was tempted by the wrong reading [To~mo~]li~ch'ien 

I)  SS reads the last character ti -a. 
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into an identification with the name Li/chcien or Li/kan, 
occurring in the Han.shu. Li~kan, which is probably deriv. 
ed from Alexandria, is geographically synonimous with Ta/ 
ch'in and Fudlin and indicates the Hellenistic and Roman 
Orient. 

55. The Fuman~chuan of K'ang T'ai says that from south4west of the island 
of Chia/na/teiao one enters a great bay of about 74800 li and arrives at the mouth 
of the great river Chih4hudli. Crossing the river arid continuing westward, 
one reaches eventually Txh ' in .  

He also says that coming out of the port of Chii4li #J one enters 
the great bay. Travelling straight to the noahmest for more than a year, 
one reaches the mouth of the river of India, which is called the river Ganges. 
A t  the mouth of the river there is a kingdom called Tan4mei +& '1 
(Timralipti), which belongs to India. [Its ruler] sent letters to the Yellow Gate 
(the Chinese court), and was appointed [by China] king of Tawmei. 

We have met already with Chia/na/tCiao in 5.  There are two 
possibilities. Either we take it as it stands, and then the recon. 
struction would be Kanadvipa,') or rather Ganadvipa; the latter 
name is known from the Rimayana,s) which lists it together 
with Suvarnariipyaka (the Suvarnakudyaka of Ksemendra); 
Ganadvipa therefore may be located in ;he Malayan peninsula 
or in Indonesia, which seems to suit the indications of our text. 
Or  else we may admit an inversion of the first two characters 
(we find for this a parallel in a text of the PeLhuJu), and we 
restore it as Nigadvipa.4) It would then be related to the Nigay 
dipa of the Valahassa lataka and Nagadiba of Ptolemy; but these 

I) ST, SW and SY have T a n ~ h i h  &. I have followed SS. 
2) PELLIOT, Quelques textes chinois conurnant l'lndocbine bindo~rirk, in Etudes Asia, 

fiques de 1'E. F. E. O., vol. 11, pp. 2514252. 
3) Ed. Gorresio, IV, 40, 3 3 .  
4) R. STEIN LA Linqi, p. 293. 
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are localized on the coast of Ceylon,') which goes against the indi, 
cations of our text. The first alternative is certainly more credible. 

For Chih.hu/li, a name of the Rapti, mistaken by K'ang 
T'ai for the Ganges, see $, 13. 

Chi i~ l i  is identical with T'ou.chii.li $9 .jQ $11 of the Liarp 
shu and Ptolemy's Takkola; it is modern Takuapa, on the 
Siamese west coast of the Malayan  peninsula^) 

K'ang T'ai's account of the lower Ganges, read together 
with Fa.hsien, sheds an interesting sidelight on the hydrography 
of 5th century Bengal. The Bhagirathi, which leaves the Can, 
ges a little distance below Gaur, is one of the water courses con. 
tributing to the formation of the Hughli. It is a dying river 
now, but it is well~known that in former times its channel was 
as important as, and even more important than, the Padma, 
which now conveys by far the greater part of the Ganges waters 
to the Meghna estuary.3) For K'ang T'ai the Bhagirathi is 
apparently the main channel of the Ganges, since Tamralipti 
is the port where the Ganges enters the sea. This means that 
the relative importance of the Bhagirathi and the Padma has 
been reversed in the last 1500 years. In  view of the antiquity 
of our text (3rd century A. D.), its importance for the history of 
the Bengal rivers cannot be underestimated. 

I) The wording of Ptolemy and of the Jataka are quite clear about it; it is 
a coastal islet. To  identify Nigadvipa with the Nicobars, as proposed by GERINI, 
Researches otr Ptoletny's geograpl~y of Eastern Asia, London, 1909, pp. 37903 8 3 and sup. 
ported by V. S. AGRAVALA, identification of Nigadvjpa, in Journal of the Bihar and 
Orissa Research Society, XXIII (1937). pp. 133.137, is doing violence to the texts. 

2) PELLIOT, Le Foutnan, p. 266; Deux itine'raires, p. 386. CHAVANNES, in J. As., 
1903", p. 530. S. L h ,  Ptole'mhe, le Niddesa et la Brhatkathi, in Gtudes Asiatiques de 
I'E. F. E. O., ~01.  11, pp. 3/19. 

3) R. C .  MAJUMDAR, Physicaljiatures of ancient Bengal, in D. R. Bhandarkar Volnrtle. 
Calcutta, 1940, pp. 3.44'346; see also History of Bengal, vol. I, Dacca, 1943, pp. 3.4. 
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If we could determine the precise date of the embassy of 
Timralipti to China, it would be an important result from many 
points of view. The embassy is mentioned by Ktang4THi, who 
was a subject of the southern W u  dynasty (2224280); thus the 
embassy would be expected to be addressed to the court of that 
dynasty in Nanking. But no such embassy is registered in the 
annals (pb~chi) of the W u  in the San~kro~cbih. 

56. The Shih/sl)b Hsi#yii/chi says that the river Ganges flows to the cast 
and enters the Eastern Sea. Thus it is that the two rivers which flow, and the 
two seas which receive them, are one each to the east and west. 

The Sbib~sbib Hsi4yu~cbi means simply that the Indus and 
the Ganges run into the sea respectively to the west and east 
of the Indian peninsula. 

The rest of ch. I concerns mainly the KCun4lun. 
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(from ch. 2) 

The beginning of the chapter describes the unnamed river 
which issues from the Tiungyling mountains and empties it. 
self into the Lei~chu sea, i. e. the Aral. Then it goes on to say: 

z a  57. The Shib*shih Hsilywchi says that the I/locch'bu $!F @ a river 
issues from the north/western side of the Amoulta and flows in the kingdom of 
Yiiltien 'If- (Khotan). 

This I ~ l o ~ c h ' i ~ t i  presents a serious problem. Its ancient 
pronounciation was ngiei~liiygyie~tiei; a there is no Sanskrit or 
Prakrit name of river which may be recalled by this. It flows 
from Central Himalaya to Khotan (s 571, north of Kipifi and 
Gandhira (ss 59,60,65) and empties itself into the Lebchu or 
Aral sea (5 65). This river seems to have been pieced together 
with bits of information concerning at least two river systems: 
the Khotan~darya and the Amuydarya. Besides, Li Taoyyiian 
seems to connect it somehow with the GhorbandJ?anjshiry 
Kabul system. No similar piece of hydrography has yet been 
pointed out from Buddhistic sources; it stands wholly isolated. 

58. The chapter on the Western Countries in the Hanlshu says that to the 
west of  Khotan all the rivers flow westward and go to the western sea. 

The passage referred to is Hanyshu, ch. 96 a, t 8 a. 
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2 b 59. Then it flows westward to the north of the four great stupas. What 
Fuhsien calls the kingdom of Chiudshih/lo ,P (Taksaiila), means in 
Chinese (s) " revered head" (a a). When the Buddha wis a Bodhisanva, 
he gave away his head to a man, and this fact gave the name to the kingdom. 
To the east of the kingdom [of Candhiira] is the place where he offered himself 
as fmd for a hungry tiger. In all these places stupas have been built. 

Except for the first sentence, the whole paragraph is a quo. 
tation of the first part of Fa~hsien's ch. 11 (LECCE, p. 32). 

O n  the " gift of the head " see the bibliography quoted in 
LAMOTTE, Le trait! de la grande vertu de sagesse, p. 144 n. 

The place where the Buddha offered himself to the tiger is 
on mount Banj, not far from the Mahaban spur in south~eastern 
Buner.') O n  the legend see the bibliography in LAMOTTE, 
op. cit., p. 143 n. 

60. It flows further westward, to the north of the kingdom of Chien/t'o/wei 

#$ $8 (Candhiira). This is the city which was governed by Fa/i 
(Dharmavivardhana), the son of king Aioka. When the Buddha was a Bodhi/ 
sattva, in this kingdom he also gave his eyes away to a man. It  this place too 
a great stupa has been built. 

Except for the first sentence, the whole paragraph is a quo/ 
tation of Fa~hsien's ch. 10 (LECCE, pp. 3 1/32). 

Chien/tCo/wei is Fa~hsien's usual name for Gandhara. We 
may recall that Chien/tCo/wei, ancient gCjvn/d'a"~jjwai, transcribes 
a Prakrit form *Gandhavii, derived from an earlier *Gandha/ 
vidi, corresponding to Sanskrit Gandhavati.") 

In the times of Fadhsien the capital of Gandhara was still 
Puskalavati (modern Charsadda), although it was fast being 

I) A. STEIN, in ASIAR Frotjtier C i r c l e ,  1g04/5, pp. 33/45. For an inscription 
there see STEN KONOW, C o r p .  lnscr.  Itld., vol. 11, I ,  pp. 55/57. 

2) See e. g. PELLIOT, L e s  notns yvopres du  Milindapairbn, p. 593 t i .  
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superseded by its younger rival Purusapura (Peshawar). The 
pilgrim was wrong in localizing there the legend of ASoka's 
son Dharmavivardhana or Kunila, the scene of which was in 
Taxila, as related at length in the A l o k i ~ a d i n a . ~ )  

The stiipa of the " gift of the eyes " near Puskaravati was 
visited also by Hsiian~tsang.~) O n  the legend see the biblioH 
gaphy cited by LAMOTTE, op. cit., p. 14 n. 

61. Again there is the kingdom of Fu,lou/sha % & $4 (Purusapura). 
~ a k r a ,  king of the gods. took the shape of a little herd/boy and scraped ;ogether 
some earth in the shape of a stiipa of the Buddha. The Dharmariija [saw it and] 
therefore [built] a'great stiipa. [These are] what are called the Four Great Stiipas. 

This paragraph is an abridgement of Fa~hsien's ch. 12 

(LEGGE, pp. 3 3/34). 

62. The Farhsie~rchuan says etc. [ornitted]. 

There follows a quotation from Fa0hsien's ch. 12 (LEGGE, 
pp. 34/35), giving the legend of the almvbowl of the Buddha 
and its miraculous powers. 

3 a 63. Fo/tcurt'iao says that the bowl of the Buddha is made of green jade. 
It contains more than three bushels (+). This kingdom holds it as sacred. 
At the time of the offerings, if they desire that [the bowl] may not become full 
with the scented flowers of a whole day's [offering, it happens] as they have said; 
and if they desire that it may be filled with a handful, it also [happens] at once 
as they have said. 

A similar legend in Fa#hsien's ch. 12 (LEGCE, p. 36). 

I) PRZYLUSKI, La legende de I 'etyeveur Afoka, pp. 2818294. Hsiianctsang did not 
make the same mistake and localizes the legend in Taxila; WATTERS, vol. I, pp. 24~r246. 

2) WATTERS, vol. I, p. 2 1 5 .  
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64. Also according to what the monk Chu Fawei says, the bowl of the 
Buddha is in the kingdom of the Great Yiieh/chih A f i  3. They have 
built a stiipa 30 chang -& high, with seven storeys. The place of the bowl is in 
the second storey; there is a golden net, and the net covers all around the bowl. 
The bowl is of green stone. He  also says that the bowl floats in the space, to wait 

3 b till [the Buddha] will place the bowl on a golden tablet. A mark of one foot 
of the Buddha is together with the bowl in the same place. The king, the nobles 
and the people, all of them holding Brahrnuperfume, the seven kinds of jewels 
and jade, make oarings to the stipa and the footprint. The tooth of the Buddha, 
the robe, the usnisa, .. . all these relics are certainly in the kingdom of Fu/lou/sha. 

O n  this paragraph, and generally on the alms~bowl of the 
Buddha (for which cfi. also 5 9), see CWAVANNES, Voyage de 
Song Yun, p. 433, and S. LBw, Notes cbinoises.sur PInde, V, in 
BEFEO, V (1905)~ pp. 294499. 

According to HsiianRtsang the ruined stupa of the bowl 
was inside Peshawar, in the northReastern part of the town; I )  

the place -has never been identified, much less excavated. 
The relics mentioned in the last sentence of our text were 

all of them preserved at Nagarahira (modern Jalalabad) and in 
its neighbo~rhood.~) Fa~wei seems to imply that in his time 
Nagarahira was a part of the kingdom of Purusapura. The 
kingdom of the Ta YiiehRchih is the state of the '~ id i ras ,  the 
last epigons of the Kushan, who lasted till the middle of the 
4th century. 

65. The Shih/shih Hsi#yii#chi says that to the northNwest of the royal capital of 
Chien/tto/yiieh (Candhira) there is the city of Po/tCu/lo,yiieh &$ Ccfr @, [which 
is] the royal city of the robe of the Buddha. To  the east there is a monastery. 
Following again and again the stream [as it winds its way], ten li to the north/west, 
there is the whirlpool of the Niga Ho,pu/lo $ij @; it is the place where the 
Buddha went to a whirlpool to wash his robe. The washing stone is still preserved. 

I) WAITERS, vol. I, p. 202. 
2) See Fa#hsien's ch. 1 3  and CHAVANNES, Voyage de Song Yun, pp. 428429. 
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PoyttuyloMyiieh, ancient pultcuo~la"jiwai, is the name of the 
royal city of the robe (Nagarahara); for the moment it seems 
impossible to reconstruct the Indian original.') 

The following text is not very clear and is perhaps fragmentary. 
It is impossible to identify the unnamed monastery, and it is not 
even clear whether it is east of Nagarahara or of Peshawar (or Pu, 
skalavati?). Then again some words are certainly missing, because 
we are suddenly transported in Upper Swat, and there is no trace 
of the locality fiom which the ten li northywestward are calculated. 

Ho(:fl)ypuylo is an error for A(m)ypu~lo, ancient .k 
b 'uo~ l i ,  which is the same as the Aypodo~lo BiiJ @ of 
other texts. It is the Niga Apalala, dwelling in the Swat 
river, converted by the Buddha during his legendary journey 
in NorthyWestern India.') The legend was once localized in 
Magadha, and only later it was shifted to Uddiyana, . . where 
Hsiianytsang heard of it?) Sir Harold Deane localized the 
pool at Kalam in Swat Kohistan, where the streams fiom the 
valleys of Utrot and Ushu meet to form the head of the Swat 
valley.4) This has been accepted by Sir Aurel Stein.5) But 
it seems we must draw a distinction. The above identification 
suits perfectly well the description of Hsuanytsang, and there is 
no doubt that the great pilgrim saw the pool of Apalala at 
the head of the Swat river. But Fayhsien mentions in the same 

I)  Following in a mechanical way the more usual transcription values, one would 
obtain such nonsense as *Pacthuravati. I can only say that the first three syllables 
remind me of padhra of the Kharosthi inscriptions, corresponding to Skr. prthiui, earth. 

2) See P&LUSKI, L e  ~ o r d , ~ u e s t  de l'lnde duns le Vinaya des M3!asarvirriuidins, in 
J .  As., 1914",pp. 5 1 0 ~ 5 1 2 ;  L a  leg~nde de l'empereur A p k a ,  pp. 6 ~ 7 ;  and the further bibliw 
graphy cited in L A M O ~ ,  L e  trait4 de la grande vertu de sagesse, pp. I 88 n and 548,s  S O  rr. 

3 )  WATTEM, vol. I, p. 229; cfr. also Fa,hsien's ch. 8 (LEGGE,  p. 2 9 ) .  
4 )  D E A N E ,  Notes  on Udyana and Gandhara in J R A S ,  1896 ,  p. 6 5 6 .  
5 )  Serindia, p. 8;  An archaeological tour in Upper Swat ,  p. 5 8 .  
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breath the pool and the rock on which the Buddha dried his 
robe (for which see back 9); and the Shib~shib Hsi~yu~chi, 
which is perhaps even earlier, definitely says that rock and 
pool are in one and the same place. W e  must conclude 
therefore that in the 4th and 5th centuries the pond was localized, 
like the rock, about four miles below Tirat. In  the two centu~ 
ries intervening till the journey of Hsiian~tsang the legend shifted 
up river as far as the confluence of the Utrot and Ushu streams. 

66. This river runs towards A n ~ h s i  3 ,$. (Persia) to the L e i ~ h u  
(Aral) sea. It is also said that to the west of  Chien/tro/yiieh (Gandhira) in the 
middle of the Western Sea there is the kingdom of AnHhsi. 

This too is a quotation from the ShiLshih Hsi~yu~chi. The 
rest of the course of the I~loRchcini refers clearly to the Oxus. 
The unknown monk who compiled the Shih~shih Hsi~yu~chi 
seems to have very hazy idea about the Farthest West. He 
connects the Caspian Sea with the Persian Gulf and perhaps 
even with the Mediterranean and Black Sea, to form one great 
ocean surrounding Iran. 

67. The Fu/nan/cbi of Chu Chih says that from the kingdom of An/hsi to the 
kingdom of Ssii~hort'iao there are 20.000 li; the land of this kingdom borders with 
the sea. They are therefore the ~ ' i e m c h u  (India) and An/hsi kingdoms ofthe Han/shu. 

For Ssli~ho~tciao see the note to 30 (a). The FumanRcbi refers 
here to informatiop gathered in Fuman. It seems that we have here 
an echo of that sea route from the mouth of the EuphratesRTigris 
to Hormuz and along the coast of Western India to Ceylon, which 
was so active and so frequented during the palmy days of the RON 
man trade to the east in the first two or three centuries of our era. 

The utterly wrong conclusion that SsliNho~t'iao was the 
Tcien~chu of the HanRshu seems to be due to Li  Tao~yiian. 



A P P E N D I X  

Chidpin is one of the most famous but also most puzzling 
terms of the Chinese geography of northdwestern India. For a 
long time its most current interpretation has been that propounded 
by Chavannes and S. Ltvi about half a century ago. CHAVANNES 
expressed it in the following words: " From the period of the 
Han to that of the Northern Wei, the name Chidpin applies 
only and always to Kashmir, as proved in several ways by the 
travels of the Buddhist pilgrims. It is only in the T'ang period 
that the name Chidpin is rather unhappily connected with the 
name KipiSi, and serves henceforward to indicate this last 
country ".I) This theory was soon challenged for the period 
of the Former Han, but many scholars still accept it with more 
or less conviction.') 

Chidpin appears for the first time in the Chinese texts in the 
notice dedicated to it by the Handsbu, ch. 96 a, & 10 ad I 3 a,)) 
which refers to conditions prevailing in the first century B. C. 

I) CHAVANNES, IRS pclys d'occident d'apr2s le Wei/fio, in TP, VI (1905). p. 5 38 n. 
2) A good rtsume of the views of Chavannes, S. Livi and Pelliot on this subject 

has been given by P. C. BAGCM, Kiqirr arid Kashmir, in Sino~lndian Studies, I1 (19469). 
pp. 4253. 

3) The best translation, in spite of the awful transcription system employed, is 
still that of DE CROOT, Cbinesische Urkunden xur Geschichte Asiens, vol. 11: Die Wedude 
Chinas in ~ P Y  vorcl~ristlicben Zeit, Berlin, 1926, pp. 86/91. 
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and beginning of the first century A. D. Its geographical posi. 
tion is determined by the following data: Nan~tou (Dardistan) 
is g days or 3 3 0  li to the northNeast; the Great Yiieh~chih (at 
that time having their seats in Bactriana) are to the north~west 
(north according to ch. 96 a, E 14 b); Wudi~shan~li (Arachosia) 
is to the southNwest. Then follows an interesting historical 
account, which has not yet been interpreted with certainty.') I 
think it is now pretty well agreed that the ChiNpin of the 

- 

HanNsbu was a large but illddefined area in the northNwest, tor# 

responding at first to the realm of the Sakas in India (founded 
probably at the end of the 2nd century B. C.), and comprising 
Candhira, KipiSi, parts of Western Panjab, but probably 
excluding Kashmir; it was thus practically coNextensive with the 
ancient Gandhira satrapy of Achaemenid administration. The 
demonstration has been made several times, by sinologists, i r a ~  
nists and indologists, and I am not going to repeat it here.*) In 
any case Chi~pin,  already at its first appearance on the stage of 
history, seems to be more a political than a geographical term. 

The origin ofthe name Chi~pin  has not been much discussed. 
It is usually assumed that ChiRpin, ancient kiiilpzn, archaic @ad. 

pi?#, transcribes a form *Kaspira, not occurring in Indian texts, 
but known from such transcriptions as Ptolemy's Kaspeiraioi and 

I) TARN, The Greeks in Bactria and India, Cambridge, 1938, pp. 340'343 had 
followed v. Cutschmid in applying this account to the Creeks in India (Wul 
tCou0lao = adelphou, Yin/mo/fu = Herrnaios); but the equations are phonetically 
untenable. See A L ~ E I M ,  Weltgeschichte Asiens im griechischen Zeitalter, "01. 11, Halle, 
1948, pp. 1230125. 

2) FRANKE, Beitrage etc., p. 59; STEN KONOW, Corp. Inscr. Ind., 1101, pp. xxiii. 
xxv; HERWELD, Sakastan (Arch. Mitt, aus Iran IV), 1932, pp. 21, 31/32; TARN, 
The Greeks in Bactria and India, pp. 3390343, 4690473; now also VAN LOHUIZEN~DE 
L m ,  The "~c~th ian  Period ", Leiden, 1949, pp. 370,373. For the Candhira sa. 
trapy, which was enormously larger than historical Candhira, see FOUCHER, La vieille 
route de l'lnde de Bactres d Taxila (MDAFA I), Paris, 194201947, p. 193. 
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Kaspeira. *Kaspira would be another form for a Prakrit *KaL 
vira, which now survives in the Kashmiri vernacular form KaSir.11 

There are several objections that may be advanced against 
this theory. First of all, chi was normally used for transcribing 
a sound ka; we miss any trace of a representation of the sibilant, 
which plays such an important part in the series *KaspiraN 
*KaSvira/KaSir. Another element must also be taken in ac, 
count. The Candragarbha~sutra is a text originated in Central 
Asia (Khotan), where some fragments of the original have come 
to light." Its Chinese translation by NarendrayaSas (d. 596) 
supplies us with the form ChiNpinma 4 Now, 
NarendrayaSas was born in Uddiyina . . and the text he translated 
was of Khotanese origin. It is most probable that his Chi/ 
pinma reproduces a pronounciation current on both sides of 
the Pamir; or else he wished to restore the final vowel H a ,  led 
by the same tendency towards Sanskritic purism which later 
led Hsiian~tsang and IHching to employ e. g. such a form as 
WuHchHngma in the place of Wu~ch'ang hitherto used for 
Uddiyina. . . In both cases, the form Chi~pinma means that 
NarendrayaSas was conscious that the final nasal of Chi~pin  
did not transcribe an dr, as required if the original were Kas'mira, 

I) A. STEIN, Kalhana's Rijatarangini, Westminster, 1900, vol. 11, p. 386. The 
demonstration of the phonetical identity Chi/pin = Kashmir was first attempted by 
S. LBVI and CHAVANNES in their study on Chi4pin in J. As., 189511, pp. 371'384. 
It is only fair to point out that such an authority as the late Professor P~LLIOT was 
also convinced of the identity; Tokharien et Koutchien, in J. As., 1934', p. 39 n. 

2) Fa'hsien uses it for the first syllable of the name Kanauj; see back 525. K u m 5  
rajiva (d. 409'13) in his translation of the SGtralarirkira uses it for transcribing the first 
syllable of Kaniska; LBvr, Notes sur les Indo/Scythes, in J. As., 1896". p. 452. 

3) H O B ~ L E ,  Manuscript Rernoins Buddhist Literature found in Eastern Turkestan, 
Oxford, 1916, vol. I, pp. 1o3.108. 

4) Taishii, vol. XIII, p. 367 6 .  See L ~ I ,  Notes cbinoises sur I'lnde, V, in BEFEO, 
V (190~), pp. 2614263, 285; and PELLIOT, in BEFEO, V, p. 454. 
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but an N n ;  the underlying original was therefore something like 
*Kapina.') A s  a geographical term, such a word is not to be 
found in Indian literature; it is, instead, well known as a personal 
name. I refer to king MahsKapphina or MahkKappina, 
the hero of a whole cycle of legends in Pil i  and Sanskrit. He  
is represented as ruling in Kukkutavati, a frontier region, and 
this legend is definitely localized in the extreme northNwest of 
India, as he is stated to have met the Buddha on the banks of 
the Candrabhagi (Chenab) river:) The Vinaya of the MuN 
lasarvistividins gives a variant of the same legend; Kapphina 
is a Brahman, who meets the Buddha during the latter's journey 
to the north~west.3) King Kappina and ChiNpin are both 
remains of a piece of ancient lore concerning some region in 
Upper India. It may be that further research in this direction 
will yield more definite results, but already now I think that a 

I) By his Chi~pinma, Narendrayaias meant undoubtedly Kashmir. This is 
rendered certain by the name of the Niga Hou/lo/chCa # g, which appears in 
the text as one of the protecting deities of Chi/pin/na. Hou/lo/chta, ancient y:u/lâ / 
d"a, transcribes *Hulada, and this is clearly identical with Holadi, which occurs in the 
Rijatararigini as the name of the district around the Wular lake in Kashmir; STEIN, 
Kalhana's Rijatarangini, vol. 11, p. 460. It is true that in the Nilainata (ed. De Vreese, 
Leiden, 1936, Index) and in the Rijatararigini the Niga ofthe lake is never called Holada 
or anything like, but always Mahipadma. However, the phonetic equivalence Hou. 
lo/chra 0 Holadi / Wular, which was first tentatively suggested by F. W .  THOMAS 
(Tibetan Literary Texts and Docutnents concerning Chinese Turkestan, vol. I, London, 
I93 5, p. 107 n), is beyond doubt. But here I am concerned only with the origin of the 
word Chidpin, not with its meaning for a Buddhist translator of the 6th century. 

2) MALALASEKERA, Dictionary of Piliproper names, London, 193708, vol. 11, pp. 473/ 
475. A possible connection with ChiNpin was already suggested by GAURI~ANKAR, 
Kapphi~bhyudaya of Kaimirabhatta hasuimin (Penjab University Pubblications n. 26), 
Lahore, 1937, p p  xl~xlii. B A I ~ ,  Imno#Indica 111, in BSOAS XI11 (1950). p. 395, 
proposes to connect Kapphina with Kalpin (Kapphina's father), since in many cases a 
Prakrit .pp(h)# corresponds to Sanskrit 4 0 .  But there is always the possibility, perhaps 
probability, that Kalpin may be a savant Sanskritized reconstruction from Kapphina- 

3) Gilgit Manuscripts, ed. by Nalinaksha Dutt and Pandit Shivram Nath Shastri, 
vol. 111, p. I, Srinagar, 1942, pp. 266 and 279. 
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case has been made out for entirely dissociating the group Chi. 
pin . Chi~pinma . Kappina from *Kaspira. 

Though this is not strictly relevant to my subject, I shall 
briefly discuss the opinion of FOUCHER on the data of the Greek 
authors that are usually put in relation with Chi~pin  and 
Kashmir. He maintains that Kaspapyros of Hecataeus (fr. 178). 
Kaspatyros of Herodotus (IV, 44) and the Kaspeiraioi of Pto. 
lemy (VII, I, 47) have nothing to do with Kashmir, but refer 
to Multan; one of the ancient names of this town was KaSya. 
papura,') and Kaspapyros (for which Kaspatyros is evidently 
an error) transcribes *Kassapapura, while Kaspeiraioi is *Kas. 
~'pa(p)uriya.~) But how about the geographical facts ? Kaspa. 
pyros is the piace where Skylax of Karyanda, sent by king 
Darius I to explore India, took ship to descend the river to 
the sea; and since it was in the land Paktyike (according to 
Herodotus) or in Gandhira (according to Hecataeus), it is far 
more obvious to look for it in the neighbourhood of Attock, 
or perhaps at Peshawar itself? With Kaspeiraioi and cognate 
forms, things are still less satisfactory. First, I do not see any 
cogent reason why we should identifj them with Kaspatyros. 

I )  Utpala's commentary to the B+atsatirhita of Varihamihira is usually quoted as 
authority for this. But the passage in question is not found in the extant text of Utpala; 
it is known only through a quotation in al0Beriini; SACHAU, Alberuni's India, London, 
1910,  vol. I, p. 298. Other traditions connecting the famous sage and solar deity 
Kaiyapa with Multan have been collected by CUNNINGHAM, Ancient Geography sf 
India, p. 2 6 7 ;  but it is highly suspicious that up to now nobody has been able to cite 
a single original text as evidence. 

2 )  F o u ~ ,  Ler satrapier orientales de l'empire achiminide, in Comptes  Rendus, Acadi~riie 
des Inscr$fions et Belles Lettres, 193 8 ,  pp. 3470348,  L a  vieilk route de I'Inde, pp. 1940199.  

3) See e. g. HERZFELD, Contacts between the O l d  Iranian Empire and India, in India 
Antigua, Leiden, 1947, pp. 1 8 2 0 1 8  3 ; KRAMERS, Pesbawar, in A n n .  Bibl.  Ind. Arch . ,  
XV (for 1 9 4 0 0 1 9 4 7 ) ,  pp. X V I I I  and xxr. R. C. MAJUMDAR, Acbaemenian R u l e  in India, 
in IHQ, X X V  ( 1 9 4 9 ) ~  pp. 1590160 ,  wants to locate Kaspatyros at Sehwan in Sind, 
which is certainly too far down the river. 
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In the second place, Foucher himself remarked that perhaps 
we must avoid confusing Kasperia, Kaspiria or Kaspireia of 
Ptolemy's s 42 with Kaspeira of s 49, which is placed at a 
much lower latitude. The first would be Kashmir, the second 
Multan.') This is possibly correct; but in any case we have po, 
sitive evidence of the phonetical equivalence of KasperiaKaspi, 
ria with Kashmir. It comes from Central Asia. W e  have the 
early Khotanese form Kaspar.,') reproduced as Kas~par in the 
Tibetan translation of the Vimalaprabhi#parip~ccha.3) Then there 
is the Parthian form Qipyr, found in a sort of catalogue of 
the Yaksa on an amulet of the 4thy6th centuries? Both forms, 
referring with certainty to Kashmir, are unmistakably identical 
with Kasperia and Kaspiria; Multan is here out of question. 

The conclusion of the above discussion is that we have on 
the one side ChiNpin(~na) and Kapp(h)ina, unconnected with 
KaSmira; and on the other side Kasperia, Kaspav, Qipyr, 
*Kaspira, *KaSvira, KaSir. 

Coming again to our Chinese texts, the next mention of 
C h i ~ p i n  is found in the Hou Han~shu and refers to conditions in 
the second half of the first and first half of the second centuries 
A. D. The text is very meagre: " Starting from Pci#shan, 
when one travels towards the south#west, he passes through 
W u ~ h a o  ,& &, crosses the Hanging Passages, passes through 
Chi~p in ,  and at the end of more than sixty days' march arrives 

I) FOUCHER, La uieille route de I ' lnk ,  p. 252 n. 
2) LEUMANN, Das nordarische (sakische) Lehrgedicht dds Buddhismus (Abh. f. d. 

Kunde d. Morg. XX),  Leipzig, 193 3,1936, ch. XXIV,  v. 5 (p. 291). See also the 
revised translation of the passage concerning Kaspar, by STEN KONOW, On Pro/ 

jessor Leumann's new Saka text, in Norsk Tidsskrift for Sprogvidenskap, XI (1939)~ 
pp. 28/30. 

3) THOMAS, Tibetan Literary Texts etc., vol. I, p. 193. 
4) HENNING, Two Manichaean magical texts, in BSOAS, XI1 (1947), pp. 55/56. 
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in the kingdom of Wu~ifi~han~li".~) W u ~ h a o  is identical with 
Wu.chca (*Uda) of the Sbukchinpthu, in the Pamirs. The 
route leads thence through the Hanging Passages on the Indus 
and through Ch i~p in  to Arachosia, i. e. roughly to the region 
of Kandahar. From Gilgit to Kandahar the logical route is 
along the Indus or (in order to avoid its impassable gorges) 
through Swat to the Peshawar plains (Gandhira) and thence 
to Kandahar via Jalalabad~Kabul or via the Zhob. A de. 
tour through the Kashmir valley is much less probable. Chi. 
pin may correspond here to Gandhira and may extend to cover 
Kapiji as well, with which political relations were most close. 
Kashmir is out of the question. 

Then we have the statement, interesting from the historical 
point of view, that Kuzula Kadphises " conquered An~hs i  (Par, 
thia) and KaoHfu (Kabul). Then he subjugated PuHta t& 
and Chi~pin  ".'I Pu~ta,  ancient b'uok~d'it, is perhaps the PakH 
tyike of the Greek authors, 3) somewhere in Central Afghani0 
stan. Chi~pin,  the first conquest of the Kushan in India proper, 
must here correspond roughly to Gandhira and West Panjab; 
Taxila was certainly included in it, as we know that Kuzula 
Kadphises succeeded there the Parthian dynasty of Gondophares. 

Another mention of Ch i~p in  in the Han~shu is in connection 
with KaoHfu. This country (modern Kabul) was then seldom 
independent 4) and belonged in turn to TcienHchu (India), 

I) Hou Han/shrr, ch. I 18, f, 11 a/&. CHAVANNES, Les pays d'occident d'apris le Heou 
Harr/chorr, in TP, VIII (1907). p. 175. 

2) Hou Han/shu, ch. I 18, f. 15 b. CHAVANNES, op. cit., pp. 191,192. 
3) FRANKE, Bei t re  etc., p. 99. 
4) It should be kept in mind that Kabul 2000 years ago had not by far the same 

importance as today, but was left far behind, both from the ~olitical and the commer. 
cia1 point of view, by its northern neighbour G-piii (Begram). See the interesting 
remarks by FOUCHER, La vitille ror~te de l'lnde, pp. 29/34. 
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Chidpin and Andhsi (Parthia), according to which of these 
kingdoms was stronger.') Conditions here described refer to 
the time prior to the Kushan conquest, because only a few lines 
before it has been told how Kuzula Kadphises had conquered 
Kaodfu and C h i ~ p i n . ~ )  I take the enumeration to be in chrod 
nological order; T'iendchu refers to the rule of Indian kings (the 
Mauryas, and then the line of Sophagasenos, during the whole 
of the 3rd century B. C.). Chidpin may mean here Maues's 
Saka state in the Panjab, which, however, seems not to have 
extended (except perhaps as a suzerain power) to KipiSadKabul; 
or else, more probably, it refers to the rule of the Greek kings. 
AnNhsi is probably not Parthia proper, but the IndodParthian 
kingdom of Gondophares, to whom KipiSi belonged in the first 
years of our era. Again, Kashmir has nothing to do with this. 

O n  the whole, I would say that in the Hou Hanyshu Chidpin 
represents the region of the North~Western frontier dominated 
in turn by the Greek, the Saka, the Parthians and the Kushan. 
Since Kaniska, it included also Kashmir. 

The texts discussed up to now belong to the official, Confuciad 
nist, historiography. But starting from the Later Han dynasty, i. 
e. the period covered by the Hou Han~shu, we have to turn our 
attention also to another tradition, in which Chidpin has quite ano. 
ther meaning: that of the translations of the ~ h i n e s e  Tripitaka. 
They are wholly independent in style, origin and outlook from 
the official historiography, and the two traditions run for centuries 
parallel to each other, and to a great extent ignoring each other. 

For practical purposes we can assume that the work of 
translating Indian Buddhist texts into Chinese started in the 

I )  Hou Han/shu, ch. 118, ff. 15 6/16 a; CHAVANNES, op. cit., p. 192. 
2) CHAVANNES, loc. cit. 
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2nd century A. D. The translators at first were, for the greater 
part, men from Greater India (Central Asia and Indochina); 
these foreigners had to struggle with the difficulty of adapting 
the stock of geographical names already possessed by the 
Chinese to the nomenclature of the Sanskrit original. Also the 
name ChiHpin was subjected to this adaptation, and the result 
was peculiar. In the 2nd century Chkpin practically meant 
the Indian dominions of the Kushan. Its political centre was 
Gandhira, but its religious centre was Kashmir; it is there that 
later accounts place the so~called council of Kaniska; it was in 
Kashmir that a good deal of the texts of Mahiyiina was elabo# 
rated. It was therefore quite natural if the rather vague term 
Chi~pin  of the annals was applied by the translators to that coun~ 
try included in the realm of Chi~pin,  which was most important 
for them: Kashmir. This was also helped by the resemblance 
of ChiHpin to the Prakrit form *Kaspir (Kashmir), although, as 
shown above, the two words were originally quite independent of 
each other. We  may even suppose that in the 2nd century A. D. 
the name *Kaspir was popularly extended to the whole of the 
Indian dominions of the Kushan, as the Kaspeiraioi of Ptolemy 
seems to imply and as it has indeed been suggested by S. LEVI.') 

In any case, it is an established fact that the word Chi~pin  
in the early translations of the Chinese Tripitaka is normally 
employed for Sanskrit Kabmira; this can be checked wherever 

I )  L e  catalogt~e des Yaksa duns la M a h i m i y ~ r i ,  p. 91. 
2) There is one exception. Kumirajiva in his translations of the ~ u t r i l a m k i r a  and 

of the Mahiprajtiaparanritiiastra (both made about 402/~05) applies the name Chilpin 
to KZpis'i ; Lf VI, Apaghosa ,  Ie Sutralamkira et ses uersions, in J .  As., 1908". pp. 81/83; 
LAMOTTE, L e  trait; de la giande vertu de sagtsse, pp. $42 and 550 n. The Lct is now well 
established, notwithstanding the doubts expressed by PELLIOT in BEFEO, I X  (1909)~ 
p. 168. It shows that even in the Buddhist tradition the equation Chi~pin  = Kashmir 
was not absolutely without exceptions. 
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the Sanskrit original has been preserved. The Chinese pil, 
- 

grims too followed at first the lead given by the sacred texts 
they had studied before leaving home; it is beyond doubt that 
in their accounts C h i ~ p i n  is, and cannot be anything else but, 
Kashmir.') This lasted till Hsiian~tsang introduced the learned 
spelling Chia~ssSI~mi~lo, based directly on the Sanskrit KaSmira. 

I must, however, stress a point which is often lost sight o t  
Modern scholars are sometimes apt to think unconsciously of 
Kashmir in the shape as it appears on our maps. Modern Jam. 
mu and Kashmir state is a creation of the British, and its birth date 
is the treaty of Amritsar in 1846. Historical Kashmir has a l ~  
ways included only and alone the valley of Kashmir and the inner 
slopes of the ring of mountains that surround it; we except of 
course the campaigns of conquest of Kashmiri kings towards the 
plains. The whole of the Indus valley, and mainly the commev 
cially important Gilgit area, although occasionally invaded by 
the kings of Kashmir and although always open to the cultural 
influence ofthe valley, was never an integrant part of the kingdom. 
Moreover, if Kashmir lies on one of the easiest routes from Central 
Asia to Eastern Panjab and the Ganges valley, it emphatically 
does not represent a convenient or logical passage from Central 
Asia to the centres of Gandhira culture in Eastern Afghanistan 
and the NorthyWestern Frontier Province. The normal route in 
this case was not that through Kashmir, nor even the direct but 
terribly difficult track along the Indus, but the once very frequented 
trails through Gilgit and then Chitral (for Kipiii) or Swat (for 
Gandhira). This simple geographical fact must be kept present 
if one is to avoid drawing wrong conclusions from historical data. 

I) The relevant materials are conveniently gathered in BACCHI, K i ~ p i n  a t~d  Kashmir, 
PP. 47'5'. 

2 )  S T E I N ,  Kalhann's Rojatarangini, vol. 11, p. 387. 
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To give an example, it has been inferred from the inscription 
of Wima Kadphises at Khalatse in Ladakh that this ruler held 
sway over Kashmir.') But the centre of the power of the early 
Kushan kings was in Gandhira and Western Afghanistan, 
from which regions Khalatse would be reached by routes more 
direct if not easier than through Kashmir. It may be that 
Kashmir belonged to Wima Kadphises, but we cannot use 
the Khalatse inscription for proving it; beyond this, there is 
absolutely no other evidence to support the contention, and the 
arguments eusilentio are rather against it.') 

If, therefore, we accept the equivalence C h i ~ p i n  = Kashmir 
for the Chinese Buddhist literature from the 2nd to the early 
7th century, it must be understood that we mean Kaimira in 
its strictest sense, i. e. the upper valley of the Jhelam. 

A s  pointed out above, Buddhist tradition and Confucianist 
historiography for a long time ran on parallel lines without much 
reciprocal influence. After the Hou Han~sbu, the next mention 
of C h i ~ p i n  in the dynastic histories is found in the Wei~Zueh 
(3rd century A. D.), which barely mentions the route leading 
from the regions subject to Khotan towards Chi~pin ,  Ta~hsia 
(Bactriana), Kaoyfu (Kabul) and T'ien~chu (India), " which 
are all subject to the Yiieh/chih ".3) W e  have no particulars 
about it, and this short mention does not allow any conclusion. 

I) GHIRSHMAN, Begram, Cairo, 1946, p. 142. I think Ghirshman has given to 
Kashmir undue political weight in Kushan history, even if he is perfectly right about 
its cultural and religious importance. We  must not forget that a valley hidden away 
in the midst of the mountains may for a moment become, but cannot remain for any 
length oftime the centre of an empire. To shut themselves away in the fair but seclud. 
cd vale of Kashmir, meant for the Kushan rulers cutting themselves deliberately away 
from easy communications with the rest of their dominions, especially with Bactriana. 

2) BOYER, L' inscription en Kharosthi . . du 15 A!i&, 136, in J. As., 191 S, p. 28 3. 
3) Ap. San+uodih, ch. 30, C 31 q CHAYANNES, Les pays d'orcidenf dhpris b Wfi. 

lio, p. 53 8; DE GROOT, Die Wesflande Chinas, p. 48. 
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Then comes a gap of two centuries. China broke up in two 
halves, of which the southern had no direct access topcentral 
Asia and the northern was torn by unending wars between 
ephemeral dynasties claiming the imperial title but ruling for 
short periods only and on small parts of the country. Political 
intercourse with the West ceased. For the whole of the Chin 
period (265,420) we have only a short passage of Kuo IHkung's 
Kuanpcbih, found in the commentary of Yen Sh ih~ku  &Q Tf; 
(581'645) to Han~sbu, ch. 96 a, t I I a, but omitted in Ma K u o ~  
hanys collection of the fragments of the Kuanpcbib. It says: 
" The large dogs of Chidpin are as big as donkeys and of red 
colour. From a distance of various li [the natives] use to shake 
tamburins in order to call them ". 

It was not until Northern China had been unified by the 
Wei dynasty (3 8 6 ~ 5  3 4 ,  that something like order returned and 
relations were resumed. But only in the last years of the dynasty, 
when the capital had been transferred from Tcai in northern 
Shansi to the classical Loyang (494, embassies from the states 
of north~western India found their way again to the imperial 
court. From these embassies the Chinese heard new names for 
old countries, names which rendered obsolete their classical 
geography of the Han times. The following table shows these 
embassies, as they are listed in the annals (pgnHcbi) of the WeLshu 
(ch. 8 and 9): 
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ChiaRpidsha, ancient gliaRpjiqu, is K i p i h  ; Pudliu#sha, ancient 
i~u~liauRsa, is Purusapura (Peshawar); KanRta, ancient ka"nNd'it, is P a  a- 

Gandhira; ChiaRshihRmi, ancient g>a&mitt, is Kashmir.~) The 
abundance of names is bewildering. Purusapura was the capital 
of Gandhira, which was united with KipiSi under the same 
ruler, the Chionite (Hephthalite) king Mihiragula. Chipin appa~ 
rently refers here to this united kingdom, i. e. the Chionite state 
of Zabulistan, the H ~ n a s  of the Indian inscriptions, which was 
the only strong power of north~western India in this period.') 
Perhaps the local governors or tributary princes had sent embassies 
of their own. The name Chia~shih~mi is most interesting; it 
is the first mention of the name Kashmir in the Chinese texts. 

But when the accounts of the Western Countries were corn. 
piled, the authors took little or no notice of this lund of material. 
The original chapter on the Western Countries in the Web 
shu is lost and has been replaced by copying the corresponding 
chapter of the PeLsbih (compiled in the first half of the 7th cend 
tury). In this chapter the authors tried to follow as f i r  as pov 
sible the old accounts ofthe Han times. What new information 
they give, is due to another source. The Wei were a p ro~Bud~  
dhist dynasty, and thus it happened that in 518 the Buddhist 
monk HuiRshEng and the official Sung Yiin were sent as impe~ 
rial envoys to Afghanistan and north~western India. After his 
return home in 522, Sung Yiin, in his official capacity, wrote 
a report to the emperor about his voyage; this report was 
used by the compilers of the Pekshih. Sung Yiin had been sent 
on an errand to the holy places of Buddhism, and thus it comes 

I) See also PELLIOT, Tokharien ef Koutcbien, pp. 43/44. 
2) On  this state see GHIRSHMAN, Lps Chionites/H~hthaliCQs, pp. 1oq.114. There 

was another Hephthabte kingdom, that of Bactriana, well known because of its long 
wars with Sassanid Persia. 
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that he wrote from the Buddhist point of view and that the 
Buddhist tradition for the first time could exert a real and deep 
influence on a text of the dynastic histories. W e  have in the 
Peiyshih (ch. 97, t 25 ayb) an account of Gandhira which is 
drawn from Sung Yiin. Even the name is. in the form given 
by Sung Yun (Kan/tco $5 [I$) and not in that of the embassy 
of 511. 

There is also an account of Chiypin (ch. 97, K 22 a), which 
says: " The capital of Chiypin is the city of Shanychien E. 
It is to the south/west of P c o ~ l u  @ & (Bolor). It is at 14.000 
li from T'ai (the Wei capital in northern Shansi). It lies in 
the midst of four mountains. This country measures 800 li fiom 
west to east and 300 li fiom south to north ". The rest of the 
text merely reproduces the corresponding passage of the Hany 
shu. The sentences translated above, which are the only inded 
pendent part of the text, are too short to afford any useful infory 
ination. About the name Shanychien, we can hazard a guess. In 
the texts of the Chinese Tripitaka, shanychien (" good~looking ") 
is normally employed to translate the Sanskrit sudarfana.~) SUN 
darSana is one of the names of the celestial capital of Indra and 
of the thirtyythree gods.2) Now a town called Indrapura, 
" city of Indra ", is mentioned in the Mabimiyuri, 3) between 
such localities as Sivapurayihira (Sheva east of Shahbazgarhi) 
and Varnu (Buner).") Although it must remain at present 

I) Shamchien is never used for Srinagara, as maintained by BAGCHI, Ki/pitt and 
Kashntir, p. 46. 

2) See e. g .  the Divyivaddna, ed. Cowell & Neill, Cambridge, 1886, pp. 217, 218, 
220, 221. 

3 )  LEVI, Le catalogue des Yaksa, pp. 3 7/38. 
4) O n  ~ i v a ~ u r a  see J.  N. B A ~ N E F ~ ~ E A ,  Identification OJ some Ancient Indim pbce 

names, in IHQ, X I V  (1938), pp. 750,753. 
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unidentified,') it seems clear to me that Indrapura and Sudarkna 
are one and the same town. As rightly pointed out by J. N. Ban0 
nerjea, " numerous instances can be quoted in which the same 
locality is described under various names which are synonimous 
in character ": Hastinipura 0 Gajashvaja 0 Nagasahvaja; Pi. 
taliputra . Kusumapura . Kusumadhvaja 0 Puspapura." . . 

Turning to the other data in the passage ofthe Pehhih under 
consideration, we may say that the position of Chbpin south. 
west of Bolor points to Gandhiira, while the description of the 
mountain0locked valley seems to apply rather to Kashmir. We 
have here the mixture of two traditions. The description of 
Kashmir applied to Chkpin is due to the influence of Sung 

I) J. N. BANNERJEA, Identification etc., pp. 749,750, wants to identrfjr the Indra~ 
pura of the Mahimiyiri with H~i/~'bto/fa*btz'ii @ & .% iz j#7J 81, a city placed by 
Hsiian,tsang 40 li to the south of Kipiii; the name was reconstructed by WA'ITERS 
(vol. I, p. 126) as ~ v e t a v a t ~ a y a .  ~vetavat being a name of Indra. He seeks a conw 
boration of this in the fact that the Zeus Ombrios, appearing on some coins of 
Eucratides (re/striking Apollodotus) as the citygod of Kipiii (Kavisiye nagara devata), 
would be nothing but a Greek representation of Indra; J. N. B-JEA, Indian 
elements on coin and devices offore@ rulers of India, in MQ, X w  (193 8), pp. 295,299; 
indipendently of him, the same result was arrived at also by FOUCHER, La vieille route de 
l'lnde, pp. 264,265. Both arguments of Bannerjea are however untenable. H s t p ' i ~ t o ~  
fa,1=tzti cannot be svetavat,ilaya; this was pointed out long ago by PELLIOT. in BEFEO. 
V (1905). p. 451. The name is in any case to be explained through Iranian and not 
through Sanskrit; this is the common feature of the various attempts by MARQUART 
(Das Reich Zibul und der Gott Arn vom 6.,9. Jabrl~undert, in Festschuqt Sachau, Berlin, 
1915, p. 266), PELLIOT (in J. As., 1923'~ p. 162) and FOUCHER (h vieille route de 
lJInde, pp. 365 and 371). Foucher is probably right in explaimg it as *spPt/usrsx, 
t <  9 9 

white palace , and in looking upon it as an old Achaemenid foundation. The 
numismatical argument too does not hold water. The figure on the coin of Eucratides 
is not Zeus Ombrios at all; it is " a female deity, wears a mural crown, carries a palm 
but not a sceptre; in fact she is a city goddess"; WHITEHEAD, Notes on the Indo/Greeks, 
11, in Numismatic Chronicle, 1947, pp. 28/3 I. 

Thus Indrapura is not Hsi,p'i,to,fa,la/tzCu; judging from the names among which 
it appears in the list of the Mabimiyijri, it seems to have been located somewhere in the 
northdeast of the Peshawar plain. Nothing more can be said at present. 

2) BANNERJEA, Identifcation of some Ancient Indian place tiames, p. 750. 
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Yiin, who in his account had adopted the Buddhist equation 
C h i ~ p i n  = Kashmir. 

In  Southern China. Chiypin remained more or less ignored 
during the whole period of the separation from the North. 
W e  have only two passing references in the history of the Liang 
dynasty (5020557). In the account of the Hua :& (Hephtha, 
lites) it is said that " their subordinate kingdoms are Po~ssti 

gfi (Persia), PHn,pcan @ @ (a mistake for Ho~pcanOt'o 
/b 

@ PG, Tashkurgan), Chidpin, Yen.chci (Karashahr) 
and other city0states of Central Asia.') In the account of Ho, 
pcan/t'o it is said that it is " a small kingdom to the west of Kho0 
tan; to the west it borders with the Hua (Hephthalites), to the 
south with C h i ~ p i n  and to the north with Kashghar ".2) A 
Chkpin south of Tashkurgan seems to refer rather to Kashmir; 
this is no wonder, since the knowledge of Central Asia in Sou0 
thern China was mainly transmitted by the Central Asian 
Buddhist monks in the monasteries of Nanking. But the whole 
is very vague and allows of no definite conclusion. 

But such hazy ideas about a relatively well0known region 
could not last for long. The new information brought by Sung 
Yiin upset many old ideas; a century later, his work was com0 
pleted by the flood of light that followed the resuming of regular 
relations with the West under the T'ang dynasty. After this, 
to what country the name ChiRpin was to apply ? Neither to 
Kashmir nor to Gandhira or Kipis'i, because each of these 
countries was now known under its own correct name. But 
geographical terminology is most long0lived with the Chinese; 

I )  L ia tpshu,  ch. 5 4 ,  f. 4 1  a;  reproduced in Nan/shih, ch. 79, f. 15 a. Cfi. CHAVANN 
NES, Documents sur les Teou/kiue (Turcs)  Occidentaux, S t .  Petersburg, 1900 ,  p. 2 2 4 ,  and 
MARQUART, D a s  R e i d  Z i b u !  und dev G o t t  ~ u n ,  p. 2 6 0 .  

2 )  L ia tpshu,  ch. 5 4 ,  f. 43  a; reproduced in Nantshih, ch. 79, f. I 6  a. 
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they could not discard the famous name, and sought there# 
fore-to connect it with other countries. The ~ui#sbu, ch. 83, 
f. 15 b,') identifies Chi~pin  of the Han times with the kingdom 
of Ts'ao B, which is Zibul, the modern Ghazni region.') 
The Thng~shu, ch. 221 a, t 13 b, applies the name to Kipiti. 
Later geographers identified it with Hindustan. And thus the 
spook Chi#pin haunted traditional Chinese geography down to 
its end in the 19th century. 

The two traditions about Chi~pin  had run for a long time 
on parallel and independent lines. Then the turning point 
came. The embassies of the early 6th century and the voyage 
of Sung Yiin ousted the Chkpin of the classical texts and instal# 
led Gandhira and K p i i i  in its place; this completely upset 
the historical tradition. After his return home in 645, Hsiiand 
tsang introduced the name Chia~ssli~mi~lo, while a generation 
earlier Jinagupta had brought the name Chia~pi~shih, 3) and 
still earlier Fa~hsien had introduced Chien/t'o#wei; these new 
terms ejected Ch i~p in  fiom the Buddhist tradition too. And 
then Chi~pin  started on its ghost career. 

Summing up the results of our enquiry: the name Chbpin 
is originally unconnected with Kashmir; in the dynastic histories 
fiom the 1st century B. C. to the end of the 5th century A. D. 
it indicates the Indian territories of the great political power of 
the North~West, whatever it was at the time of writing (Saka, 
Kushan, Hephthalites); in the Buddhist tradition, from the be# 
ginning (2nd century A. D.) till the times of Hsiiawtsang, 
Ch i~p in  is Kashmir. 

I) This text is reproduced in Pei/sbilj, ch. 97, f. 29 b, in spite of the fact that the 
work already contained a separate account of Chi0pin. 

2 )  MARQUART, Dns Reid Ztibul und der Catt An, pp. 249#zjt .  
3) CHAVANNES, Jinaguptn, in TI?, VI ( I  goj), p. 3 3 7. 



This conclusion raises two problems. One is the origin of 
the name Chi~pin.  After what I have said above, I can only 
add that a solution is more likely to come from outside the 
Indian linguistic area; I would not be surprised if in future the 
original of the name ChiHpin,*Kappina will show up in some of 
the languages (dead or living) of the IndoHIranian borderland. 
Nothing more can be said for the present. 

The other problem is: if for the Confucianist historians Chi, 
pin is not Kashmir, then under what names was Kashmir known 
to them 2 The reply is simple. Till the beginning of the 6th 
century, it was not known at all. The dynastic histories were 
concerned only with political relations; and till that time Kash, 
mir had lived its own life, secluded into the circle of its 
mountains, with little political contacts with the outside. I) 
Three times it was brought into touch with the outer world. First 
by the Maurya domination; ASoka is mentioned in the Rqa, 
tarangini among the kings of Kashmir. Then by the Kushan 
conquest, and this seems to have been known in a hazy and 
confused way even to the Chinese annalists, when they fashion, 
ed their first description of Chbpin; in the first five centuries 
A. D. Chi~pin  more or less included Kashmir too. Lastly, 
there were the wars with the Hephthalites, which took place in 
the first quarter of the 6th century and ended with the conquest 
of the country by the foreign invaders. And this time Kashmir 
was noticed by the annalists, and slowly this knowledge expan, 
ded and grew to the detailed accounts of the Tcang period. 

I)  O n  the isolation of ancient Kashrnir see the good remarks of FOUCHER, La 
rlieille route de l'ltjde, p. 216, n. 1 3 .  
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Afghanistan, 8, 69, 72, 73, 75 
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Ajapilanyagrod ha, 3 9 
AjataBatru, 43 
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Amwdarya, 57 
"Anammaganga, 37 
Ananda, 42 
Anavatapta, 11/14, 23, 44, 45 
Anga, 51 
An/hsi, 15, 62, 69, 70 
"Anodatta, I I 

Anomi, Anomiya, 37 
Anotatta, 11 

A/nou/ta, 11, 12, 14, 23, 44, 57 
ApalJa, 61 
Apollodotus, 77 n 
A/yo/lo/lo, A/pu/lo, 61 
Arachosia, 64, 69 
Aral, 57, 62 

Arrah, 42 

A/shi/shih, 43 
ABoka, 26, 31, 35, 36,41,42,47, 58, ~ 9 ~ 8 0  
ajoka tree, 35 
Assam, 28 
a~vattha, 39 
Attock, 67 

Bactriana, 64, 73, 75 
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Banj, 58 
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Begram, 69 n 
Benares, 43, 50 
Bengal, 54 
Bengal (Gulf of), 28 
al/Beriini, 23, 67 n 
Bhagdpur, 51 
Bhagavan, 25 
Bhagirathi, 54 
Bhera, Bhida, 21 
bhikp, 43 
Bhira, 21 

Bihar, 43 
Bimbisira, 3 7 
Black Sea, 62 
Bodh Caya, 25, 33, 35, 38/40, 48, 49 



bodhi, 38/40, 48 
Bodhisattva, 37, 58 
Bolor, 76/77 
Bombay, 21 

I era, 39 Borassus ~ a b e f ~ ~  
Brahmayoni, 39 
Buddha, 19, 20, 25/28, 30.35, 37/39. 

42, 43, 46/52. 58/62, 66 
Buddhadeva, 7 
Buli, 52 
Buner, 58, 76 
Burma, 27 

cailya, 27 
Cambodia, 6 
Campi, 51, 52 
Candrabhagi, 66 
Caspian Sea, 62 

Central Asia, 5, I I, I 3, 19, 26, 68, 
70/72, 74, 78 

Central India, 19, 20 

Ceylon, 34, 52, 54, 62 
Champa, 3 n 
Champanagar, 5 I 
chang, 60 

Chang Chtien. IS, 16 
Chan/pto, 51 
(Later) Chao dynasty, 7 n 
Charsadda, 58 
Chenab, 66 

Chtng T&ktun, 2 

Cherchemdarya, 14 
Chhathagiri, 45, 46 
Ch t i  dynasty, I 

Chiahsiang~li, 40, 41 
Chiwli/chiao, 48 
Chiwna, 48 n 
Chtia/na/t'iao, IS, 5 3 
Chia/pi/sha, 74, 75 
Chiuptshih, 79 
Chiwshih, 50 
Chia/shih/rni, 74, 75 
Chia/ssii~mi~lo, 72, 79 

Chiuwci/lo.wci, 32, 50 
Chia/wei/lo/yueh, 3 4 
Chimeiwci ,  qo 
Chiwyeh, 48 
Chun/ t twei ,  22, 58, 79 
Chien/taoqueh, 60, 62 

Chien/yiieh, 22 

Chih/hu/li, 24, 53, 54 
Chihlli, 4 , 

Chih Stng~sai, 6, 7, 25, 26, 28, 
ChLjaoi, 31 
Chin dynasty, 6, 40, 74 
China, I, 12, 21, 31, 74 
Ch imhtn ,  27 
Chting dynasty, 5 
Chimlin, 27 
Chionites, 8, 75 
Chi~pin,  16, 17, 22, 31, 63/80 
Chipin/jao/i, 3 I 
Chi,pin/na, 65/68 
C h t k h f ,  44, 47 
Chitral, 72 
Chiwshih/lo, 58 
Chi~yeh, 31, 46 
Chu  Chih, 7, 27, 28, 62 

Chu Fawei, 6, 7, 40, 47, 49, 
Chu  Fo/tCiao, 7 n 
C h w i n ~ h o ,  25 
Chii/L, 53, 54 
Chu  Mowwei, 40 
Chtun/fou, 50 
Chunpkuo, 21 

Daksinagiri, 27 
Dardistan, 64 
Darel, 17 
Darius, I, 67 
Deva, 25, 36 
*Dhammaraiifia, 3 8 
Dharmarija, 59 
DharmZranya, 38, 39 
Dharnlavivardhana, 58, 59 
drana, 26 



Eastern Panjab, 72 Grdhrakii!a, 27, 44/48 
Eastern Sea, 55 Cieeks in India, 64 n, 70 

Eucratides, 77 n phapati, 48 
Eugenia jambolanu, 50 Cupta, 8 
Euphrates, 62 

Han dynasty, I, 8, 63, 70, 75, 79 
Fuhsien, 4, 5, 7 9 ,  15, 17, 1941, 25, 27, Hanging Pusrges, 15/19, 68, 69 

29/34. 36, 38, 39, 41/45. 47/51, 54, Hastinapun. 77 

58, 59, 61, 65 "9 79 Hecataeus, 67 

Fai,  58 Heng, 23, 24 
Fan Chan, 40, 41 Hengxhia, 2 3  

Farrukhabad, 30 Hephthalites, 8, 75, 78/80 
Ffng/lung, 12, 13 Hermaios, 64 n 
Ficus indica, 3 9 Herodotus, 67 
Ficus religiosa, 39, 48 Himilaya, 12/14, 57 
Fo/t6u/ttng, 7 n Hindukush, 8 
Fo/tlu~t'iao, 7, 49, 59 Hindustan, 79 
F u h ,  5 3 Hiraiiiia, 26 
FuAou/sha, 59, Go Hiranya, 25 
Fudnan, 6, 7, 40, 41, 62 Hiranyavati, 25, 28, 3 3 

H o  river, 4 
Caggari, G./pokkharani, 5 I Holada, 66 n 
Cajasahvaja, 77 Ho/nan,mo.chCiang, 3 7 
Canadvjpa, 5 3 Ho/p'an/teo, 78 
~ a n d a k ,  28, 42 HoR~u,~o, 60, 61 
Gandhira, 8, 17, 22, 57, 58, 60, 62, 64, Hormuz, 62 

679 69, 71/73, 75/79 Hou/lo/chCa, 66 n 
Gandhari, 3 2  n Hsiao TCyen, 14 
Gandhavzdi, Gandhavii, Gandhavati, Hsi/lan/na, 25, 26 

58 Hsi/lien/chCan, 25 

Gangi, 13, 14, 24 Hsin/t' ao, I 5 
C a n g e s , ~ , 8 . 9 , 1 ~ , 2 0 , 2 3 ~ 2 ~ , 2 8 , 3 0 ~ 3 3 ,  Hsin/tC0u,13 

41'44, 49/55, 77 Hsi~p'itolfa/la,tzi;, 77 n 

Caur, 54 Hs iuAt ,  49 
Gay& 14, 39, 40, 48 Hsi~wanpmu, 12 

Cayziira, Cayiiirsa, 39 Hsiian~tsang, 14, 17, 26, 29, 31, 33, 36, 
Chazni, 8, 79 3 8.41 4~46 .49 ,  59/62, 65, 7&77 n, 79 
Chorband, 57 hsu/ko, 35 

Q*, 47 Hu,  44 
Gilgit, 17, 18, 69, 72 Hua, 79 
Cogra, 24, 42, SO Huai/nanRtzii, I 3, I6 n 
Condophares, 69, 70 Huangho, 11, I 3 

.fral)ra, 47 Huanpti, 12, I 3  
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I,lo.chCiti, 14, 57, 62 
India, I, 4, 6.8, 15, 19, 25, 40, 62, 64, 

66, 67, 69, 73 
Indochina, 71 
Indonesia, 5 3 
Indra, 76, 77 n 
Indrapura, 76, 77 
Indus, 5 ,  14, 15, 17/23. 25, 69, 72 
Iran, 62 

Jaina, 45. 51 
Jalalabad, 60, 69 
ianrbu tree, 36, 50 
Jambudvipa, I 3 
Jaun, 2 3  

Java, 35 
Jhelam, 15, 21, 73 
Jinagupta, 79 
Jumna, 20, 23/25 

Kabul, 57, 69, 70, 73 
Kalzm, 61 
KZlika, 48 
Kalpin, 66 n 
Kanadvi~a, 5 3 
Kanauj, 31, 65 
Kandahar, 69 
K'ang T'ai, 6, 7, 15, 24, 40, 53'55 
Kaniska, 65 n, 70, 71 
*Kanjauj, 3 1  
Kanjut, 17 
Kan/ta, 74, 75 
Kan,teo, 76 
Kan Ying, IS, I6 
Kaolfu, 69, 70, 73 
Kapilavidi, Kapilavati, 3 2  

Kapilavastu, 9, 25, 32/37, 40 
Kapina, 66 
Kipisi, 8, 17, 57, 63, 64, 69/72, 75, 77/19 
Kapp(h)iv, 66/68, 80 
Karashahr, 78 
Karnali, 2 3  

karpiia, 36 
Kashghar, 78 
Kashmir, 22, 63/73, 75, 77/80 
K.aii, 50 
Kdir, 65, 68 
Kaimira, 65, 68, 71/73 
Kaspapyros, Kaspatyros, 67 
Kaspar,, -par, 68 
Kaspeua, 65, 68 
Kaspeiraioi, 64, 67, 71 
Kasperia, 68 
*Kaspira, 64, 65, 67, 68, 71 
Kaspireia, 68 
*Kassapapura, *Kassapa(p)uriya, 67 
Kaivira, 65, 68 
Kdyapa, 67 n 
Kaiyapa Mitahga, 43 
Kaiyapapura, 67 
Kavilavii, Kavilavas, 32 
Khahtse, 73 
Khmer, 6 
Kharosfhi, 61 n 
Khotan, 57, 65, 73, 78 
Khotandarya, 57 
Kidira, 6o 
Koliya, 52 
krola, 29, 36 
Ksemendra, 27, 53 
~ i k k u  favati, 66 
Kumirajiva, 65 n, 71 n 
Kunda, 59 
Ktun/lun, 4, I 1/14. 24, 55 
Kuo Lkung, 6, 7, 15, 18, 74 
Kushan, 60, 69/71. 73, 79, 80 
Kuiinagara, 25, 27 
Kusumadhvaja, Kusumapura, 77 
Kuzula Kadphises, 69, 70 
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Ladakh, 73 
Lan/mo, 41 
h i c h u ,  57, 62 
li, 16, 18, 20, 25, 27/33, 36, 37, 411 44'46, 

48/51, 53, 60.62, 65, 74, 76.77 n 
Liang dynasty, I, 78 
Li/chtien, 52, 53 
Lkkan, 53 
LinHi, 3 n 
Lin~yang, 27 
Li Taodyiian, I, 3* 4, 8, 9, 12/14. 20, 

21, 28, 41, 52, 57, 62 
Liudsha, 25/37 
Lmyang, 74 
Lo/yiieh/chih, 37, 39, 47 
Lumbini, 35 

Madhyadeia, 20, 21 

Magadha, 9, 34, 37, 41, 42, 45, G I  

Mahaban, 58 
Mahibodhi, 48 
Maha/Kapp(h)ina, 66 
Mahi/Kas'yapa, 25, 27 
Mahiimiyi, 52 
Mahipadma, 66 n 
MaharijuJanapada, 22, 2 3  
*Mah id ,  22, 2 3  
Mahisanghika, 27 
Mahi, 14, 24 
nlijti, 3 5 
Ma Kuo~han, 6, 18, 74 
Malayan peninsula, 28, 53, 54 
Mira, 48, 49 
Mathura, 19, 20 

Maues, 70 
Maurya, 70, 80 
Mediterranean, 62 
Megasthenes, qz 
Meru, 14 
Middle Kingdom, 20 
Mihiragula, 75 
bhng dynasty, 40 
Mo.chieh/tCi, 42 

Mo/ho/la, 22 

Mo/ho/lai, 44 
Monghyr, 51 
M04~ou~10, 19, 20 

Mu, 12 

Mijlasarvhstividin, 66 
Multan, 67, 68 
Muzzaffarpur, 5 2 

Niga, 14, 26, 32, 36, 41, 48, 61, 661-1 
Nagadiba, Nigadipa, 5 3 
Nagadvipa, 53, 54 
Nagarahiira, 60, 61 
Niigasahvaja, 77 
Nairafi~anh, 25, 48, 49 
Nanda, 3 2  

Nanking, 55, 78 
Nan/to, 32 
~an ,<ou ,  65 
Narendrayajas, 65, 66 n 
nLchii/l;i, 49 
Nicobar, 54 
Nblien, 49 
Ni/lien/chCan, 25, 48 
Northern India, 3, 8, IS, 20 

North0Western India, 61, 62, 75, 79 
nyogrodha, 39 n, 49, 50 

p ~ b r a ,  61 n 
padma, 54 
Pajhulli, 24 
Paktyike, 67, 69 
Pa/lien/fu, 34, 42 
Palibothra, Palimbothra, 34, @ 

*Palirnyutr(a), *Piliputra, 42 
~ a l n j ~ i a  tree. 39 
Pamir, 17, 19, 65, 69 
Pindarapawata, Pindava/parvata, 37, 3 8 
pa"i, 22, 23 

Panjab, IS, 16, 23, 25, 70 
Panjshir, 57 
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P 'andp'an, 78 
~an,ta/pwh'ou, 37, 38 
P ip i ,  27 
parinirua!ra, 20, 25, 26, 42 
Paahia, 69, 70 
Pitalipucra, 34, 42, 49, 51, 77 
Patna, qz 
pattra, 39 
Pava, 27 
pei~to, 37, 39, 48, 49 
pin/chi, 55, 74 
Persia, IS, 62, 75, 78 
Persian Gulf, 62 
Peshawar, 59/61, 67. 69, 75, 77 n 
pbalgu* 24 
Phalgumati, 24 
P'bch'a, 19, 20, 24 
P'ingrsha, 37 
P&aia, 39. 48 
P'bp'wb, 48 
Pidhan, 68 
PCi/sh&li, 28 
PCi*f'u, 19 n 
Po FaAZ8, 26 

P'whai, 4 
P0/li, 34 
Potli kingdom, 51 
Po,lipyueh, 34 
Po/lwnai, 50 
P'o/lu, 76 
Po/ssii, 78 
~ott'u/lo/yiieh, 60, 61 
Pratyekabuddha, 51 
prtbiui, 61 n 
Ptolemy, 5 3, 54, 64, 67, 71 
Pu~h'iajlan, 5 I 
pukkbarani, 51 
Pu/liu#sha, 74, 75 
P'uma, 21, 22 

Ptu/na/pan, 19/22 
Putusapura, 59, 60, 75 
~u!kAavati. 58, 59, 61 
pirskarini, 5 I 

Puspapura, 77 
Pu&, 69 

Rijagrha, 5, 27, 28, 3 3 ,  37/39, P47 
Rajgir, 45 
RZma, 41 
Rirnagrama, 41 
Rapti, 13, 24, 54 
Katnagiri, q6 
Remusat, 5 
Revati, 24 
~ummindei, 3 5 

Sahan, 14,23, 24 
~a i l a~ i r i ,  45 
Sabwang, 8 

~ a k a ,  64970 
Siketa, 9, 31, 32 

~ a k r a ,  43, 59, 79 
sakya, 33, 34 
~ i k ~ a m u n i ,  I9 
iala, ialaka, 26 
Salt Range, 15 
sarigharima, 19 
SankZya, 25, 30 
Sankisa, 3 0  
Sarabhu, Sarayu, 13, 14, 24 
Sarda, 13, 239 24 
Sardarkot, 21 

Sarikol, 18 
sZriputra. 46 
Sarnath, SO 

Sarovar, jr 
Sasanid empire, 8 
Satlej, 25 

Sehwan, 67 n 
SZnPchivrhan~nai/chieh, S ing<bhhih .  

3 0 

Shaxhih, 32 
Shahabad, 52 
Shahbazgarhi, 76 
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Shahpur, 21 

Shan~hien, 76 
Shansi, 74, 76 
Shin Pingdhsiin, 2 

Shin ~ x h ' i n ~ ,  7 n 
Sher Shah, 21 

Sheva, 76 
Shih Lo, 7 n 
Siddhiaha, 33 
Sihadiu, 34 
iila, 51 
Simhadvipa, 34 
~ i n d ,  67 n 
Sindhu, 13, 14, 2 0 , ~  
Sitii, 14 
sivapura/=hira, 76 
Skylax of Karyanda, 67 
Son, q2 
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